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CTALIISIS OF TBE ISOTOPIC EXChANGE REACTION 
BETWEEN THIONYL CHLORIDE AND 

LIÇCJID SULFUR DIOXIDE 

I INTRODUCTION 

The study of solution cheiistry has generally been centered 

around two clses of solvents, pol&r solvents which have the 

property of ionizing rn&ny solutes, and non-polar solvents which 

field little or no ionization. By far the largest uaount of 

work on polar, ionizing solvents has Leen done in water solutions. 

However, beginning with the work of Franklin (4,p.15-29 and 

5,p.l-14) on liquid ammonia, ¿ considerable body of information 

has been developed on the chemistry in non-aqueous, presthuably 

ionizin, solvents ranging in dielectric constant front less than 

5 to greater than 100. Liquid sulfur diodde, with a dielectric 

constant of 12.4, lies between these extrexies. Information 

developed to date suggests that its solvent 'roperties are like- 
wise intermediate, For example, it is a fairly good solvent for 

such non-polar compounds as benzene, but also produces strongly 

conducting solutions with salts such as tetraiiethylazmnonium 

chloride. 

In his extensive work on liquid sulfur dioxide, G. Jander 

( lO,p.209-306) baa placed considerable errphasis on ionic processes. 

He baa been led to postulate a self-dissociation of the liquic in 

a manner quite analogous to that of water. 

2H20 H3O + 0H (i) 

2502 _ SO + SO: (2) 

ile further suggests that thionyl compounds (acide) ana sulfite 



s1ts ("Lase&') will parti&lly dissociate to yield thionyl ions and 

sulfite ions upon solution in liquid sulr dioe. 
SOCi2 = SO 2C1 (acid) (3) 

Cs2SO3 = 2Cs + SO (base) (í) 

Tnese sugestLons are in general conformity with the '1aoLvent 

5ystelflS" theory of acid-bìse behavior which postulates that loniz- 

ing liquids underdo self-dia3ocïation to yield acidic (cation) and 

basic (anion) fragiìent3 (2,p.1425). Neutralization, then, will be 

repreaenteä by the combination of apPropriate cations and anions to 

form solveit. Thus Jander (lO,p.263) xperirnentaliy has observed 

such processes as the reaction of thionyl cnloride and cesium 

sulfite to form sulfur dioxide and cesium chloride, the interpre- 

tation being that the reaction proceeds ionically: 

so++ + so = so2 

Althouh Jnder's theory hs been widely quoted (l,p.219 and 

o, p.363), more recent research has cast considerable doubt on the 

validity of his views. Johnson, Ìorris and Huston (l.,p.3.J52-3O55) 

for exaitple, have observed no exchange of radiosulfur between 

liquid sulfur dioxide and dissolved thionyl chloride. bikewise, 

Grigg and Lauder (7,.lO39-lOi,l) have observed no exchange of 

oxygen-la in this sytern. Both of these exchanges ehould occur 

if, as Jander sugests, sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride are 

in true, rapid equilibrium with thionyl ions. 

The conclusion is that at least one of the dissociations 

represented by (2) and (3) nn.it he erroneous. Jobnon et al. 



suggested a more likely ionization of thionyl ciloride to bez 

soci2 soci4 + ci (6) 

3 

That thionyl chloride does in fact ionize at least one cloride 

has been substantiated by uore recent experiments. Masters, 

Potter, Asher and Norris (19,p.4253) found the exchange of radio- 

chlorine to be very rapid between thionyl chloride snd tetrsmethyl- 

anmonium chloride dissolved in liquid sulfur dioxide. This was 

explained on the basis of (6) and the dissociation of tetraethyl- 

ainnionium chloride. 

(Me) 4NC1 (Me) 4N + + C]. (7) 

Johnson end Norris (ll,p.1585) found the exchange of radiosulfur 

between thionyl chloride and thionyl bromide dissolved in sulfur 

dioxide to be rapid down to -50°C. They suggested that this 

reaction roceeds via the formation of an interhalogen conwound. 

SOCi2 SOCl + C1 (6) 

S35OBr + 8r (8) 

S35OBr 1- C1 S35OBrCÌ (9) 

s35osci = s5oci + Br (10) 

We thus find considerable evtcence for the diesociation of thionyl 

chloride but at no point is it necessary to postulate the ionization 

of both chlorides. 

In a general way it appears that it might be preferable to 

consider acid-base behavior in liquid sulfur dioxide in ternis of 

the LewIs concept rather than rigid arherence to the solvent 

svstens hilosophy. 
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The work of Johnson, Norria nd Hußton suggested that radio- 

aulfur exchange between uJ.fur dioxide and thion:;1 cornounds could 

occur in the presence of "basic" (in the Lewis sense) chlorides. 

This 3heuoluenon has been pursued further tr herber, Norris nd 

}iuston (8,p.2015-2018) ana by iasters mnd Norris (l?,p.l-1,52). 
Herber et al. studied the exchange in tne u1fur dioxiäe-thionyl 

bronide system in the presence of severl chloride and bromide 

salts, such as potaasiuiu chloride, potassiuia bromide, rubidium 

chloride and tetramethylanuonium bromide. In each case a strong 

catalytic effect was observed, the catalysis being about first 
order iith respect to salt concentration. 

Masters and Norris studied the radiosulfur exchange in the 

sulfur dioxide-thionyl chloride system in the presence of rubidium 

chloride and of etrtuethylanonium chloride. An extensive cinetic 

stuiy showed that the rection was first order with resect to the 

concentration of salt as wel]. as to that of each of the exchanïng 

reactants. Consiìerin the sflts es ionized accordin to equation 

(7), they then postulated the followin1 ìechanism as being the most 

likely one for the exchange: 

cl- 1- 602 _ SO2C1 (fist) (ii) 

s°2d3 + S35OCL : s35o2cr t Soci2 (slow) (Lc) 

The chloride ion is weaKly solvateG ana this solvation com.lex, 

then, can react with thionyl chloride in some tianner to form an 

activated complex which results in exchange. 

In addition, the effects of certain acidN cloriaes, 
I 
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specifically hydroen chloride and aluminum chloride, were studied. 

Hydroen chloride gave no ineasureable exchange but aluminum chloride 

appeared to yield a very slow, but neverth'less mesurehle, 

exciEnge. 

The present study constitutes a continuation of the work of 

1aters and Norris along two d.lst.nct iiie. The exasnintion of 

acid" chlorides as catalycts has been extended considerably and 

in addition certain mixtures of "acidic" and "basic" chlorjdeø bave 

been investigated as c&talsts. 

Aluiiinwa chloride as a catal:st wes studied somewhat further 

but, although it does appear to exhibit & real catalytic influence, 

experimental difficulties lead to abandonient of trie '.ork in favor 

of a study using antimony pentachioride. This latter turned out 

to be a fair catalyst although not nearly as good as the "basic" 

salts. The cinetics of the catalyzed exchange have been ntensi-ely 

investigated. It was of particular interest here to estalish 
whether or not. the "acids" behave catalytically via. the s&ie mach- 

entern as the "base". 

The mixed catalyst work was undertaken with a view to further 

elucidating the mechanisms involved in both the "acidic" and the 

"basic" cases. It wcs hoped, furthermore, tbat it might provide 

Information about the nature of the conplex ion specics existing 

in such solutions, since it was to he expected that aciuic and 

basic halides would form complexes W1.th each other and thus 

mutually inhioit ea.ch other' s cataltic effect. 



II EXPERIMENTAL 

A, GE\EHAL tOCEDUE 

In order to minimize the pos8ibility of cont&mination, 

particu1r1 tr water, all vol&tile materi1s were handled in a 

vacuum system conetructed of Pyrex 1a aná of btidrd design. 

The system w&s evacusted through a liquid ir cooled trap by means 

of a mechanical pump and a mercury diffusion pump which together 

reduced the preasure to at least lO5rtim of Hg. The oressures were 

nesured with a ciercury manometer or a MeLeod gauge depending on 

which was appropriate. Sulfur dioxide and hydrogen chloride 

pressures could be measured with the manometer but thionyl chloride 

and antimony pentachloride were never exposed to mercury. Stop- 

cocks were lubricated either with iialocarbon or Apiezon "N" hih 

vacuum grease. Halocarbon grease was used in all sthpcocks 

through which antimony pentachioride passed. Although it appeared 

to be attaked slowly, it was by far the best material found for 

this purpose. In early experiments Apiezon "N was used in all 

other stopcocks but was later i'eplced by the Halocarbon grease, 

esecially in those stopcocks through which it was necessary to 

transfer thionyl chloride. Provided the H1ocarbon grese ws 

used in the presence of antimony pentachloride, no difference was 

observed in the experiiental results obtained with the two greases, 

a) halocarbon is the trade neme for a mixed chioro-fluorocarbon 
stopcock grease evilable from IIaloc'rbon Products Corporation, 
Hackensack, N.J. 
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but the Halocarbon appec.red oreferb1e in enera1 8ince it waa the 

less reactive of the two. 

In those cases where stopcocks were uns'itb1e, devices as 

illustrated in Figure 2b vere used. A rnaU piece of iron toGether 

with a few ärops of ercury for added weight were 6ealecì in a glass 

cEpsu1e. This cap8ule could then be ctivateci j vacuo by a small 

extern1 tua-net to rupture the glass break-tip, thus providing an 

opening between two adjoining 8ysteis. To minimize contamination 

by water strongly adsorbed on the glae, no transfera were made 

unless the system had been pumped to high vacuum for 10 to 12 

hours. In an early experiment it was noted that tetranethyl- 

a-nuioniuni chloride picked u noisture in a closed container which 

had previously been evacuated for i to 2 hours. The only reasonable 

explanation was that the water was coming from the glass walls of 

the container. Subsequent experiments, in which pumping was 

continued for at least 1.0 hours, showed that th1 moisture was 

eliminated by proloneci evacuation. Exceptions to the long pumping 

times were permissible in the case of transfers made at the end of 

an exerthent, when contimintion by a trace of water WbS of no 

consecuence. 

Constant temperstures of 3°C were iiaintalned in all experi- 

ments by packing them in ice in Lewar flasAc. Control at other 

temperatures was achie'v-ed with convartional, refrigerated constant 

temperature baths in which the temperature could be controlled to 

±0.1°C. 
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B. RADIOACTIVITY A1ALÏSIS 

The radioactive sulfur-35 isotope is a emitter with a half- 

life of ¿7.1 aays and a :aximum p ener' of 0.167 Mev. For the 

present work it was obt.ined from Oak Ridge National Laboratories 

in the form of irradiated pot.ssium chloride, the sulfur-35 being 

a product of the neutron irradiation of chlorine-35. The separation 

and purification of the sulfur-35 is described in a later section of 

this report (see Preparation of S5O2). 

RadiosuJ.fur samples were counted as bbriun sulfate. Lbeied 

sulfur dioxide and thionyi. chloride were abaorbeQ in sodium 

hydroxide solutions, oxidized with bromine, acicified, heated to 

the boiling point nd treated with 10% bariurn chloride solution. 

Precautions observed in this procedure were that the solution was 

acidified only slightly, beyond the change of color of the romlne, 

and that the solution be diluted to at 1eist 150 ml before addition 

of barium chloride. After digestion for several hours on a steam 

bath, the solia bariwn sulfate was collected in a sintered ilass 

crucible by vacuum filtration. 

For each sample to oe rdioassa/ed, up1icate plarichets were 

;repared by transferring small amounts of the solic barium sulfate 

to nickel-plated, cupped, steel plEnchets, slurrying the rruteria1 

with 95% etxtanol, and evaporating the solvent under an infrared 

lamp. Sample thicknesses of about 4 to 5 milligrams of uaterial 

per square centLacter of area were usually obtained. 

Radiosulfur activity ws measured by a counting procedure 



siniIl.r to thit previou&1r cìescribed by Norris (21,p.122l) for the 

counting of solid barium sulfate s.inples. An end window Geiger 

tube (Tracerlab TGC-2, less then 2 mg/cm2 mica window) was used in 

conjunction with a BerKele; uodel 1000-B sccler. Corrections for 

background and self-absorption were experimentally deterniined &nd 

&p1ied to all sample xueasurements. Whenever radiosulfur activities 

neaBured on different days were to be coinpred, a decay correction 

was also ernr'loyed. The total number of counts taken on each sample 

was sufficient to give a standard deviation of no iore than 1.5%. 

Experience has shown that this is considerably less than the over- 

aU error in the specific activity determination. 

C. CiEMICAL ANALYSIS 

1. Chloride vs analyzed by potentioraetric titration with 

silver nitrate. The sample was ailuted to 100 l, i l of concen- 

trated nitric acid added, and the solution titrated with standard 

silver nitrate. A Beciiian Model H pli rieter with silver-silver 

chlorile lrdicator electrode and 'nercury-aercirous sulfate reference 

electrode was used to detect the end-point. Pre1iminry oxoeri- 

ients, in which the iueter readings in ni11ivolts were plotted a.inst 

riilililiters f titrant added, showed that tne enu-?oint. for the 

titration occurred at a nieter reading of 150 millivolts with the 

particular indicating system used. So, in actuel deterninations, 

a) These electrouec are avai1ble from ieckmn Instrument Co., 
Fullerton, California. 
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this v1ue was used to rnr the end-point. 

2. J.umninum was deterriined by a colorimetric analysis using 

"Alunilnon" reagent (L3,p.116-l21). A 25 ini sample ws used and to 

it were added i ml of glacial &cetic acid, 5 ml of 3N ammonium 

acetate, arid 5.0 ml of 3.2% aqueous "Aluaino&' solution in that 

order. After standing 15 minutes the absorption of these solutions 

at 525 millimicrons was measured in a Bec.man Model B spectroohoto- 

meter. The aluminum concentration was determined from a curve 

prep.red using standard aluminum olution ana the identical 

anal;tical procedure. Standard solutions were prep&red with 

weihed amounts of Al,(S01) .l8HO. The aluminum ciJ.oride used 
' '+3 

in sone experiments was determined by this procedure and in otners 

was founa by chloride analysis. Although the chloride anlysia 

was the more accurate, it aepended n a cnowledge of the amount of 

other chlorides present whereas this procedure was specific for 

aluminum. 

3. kntimony was determined by iodometric titration of the 

antimony (V) (33,p.350). An appropriate alicuot was oxidized with 

bromine water until a slight yellow color persisted. & volume of 

concentrated hydrochloric acid equal in volume to that uf the 

solution wa then added, bringing the acid concentration to about 

. A small piece of "Dry ice" ws added to the solution to sweep 

i,. and the beaker free of air and also to coo]. the solution which 

was heated by the addition of acia. when the solution had cooled 



n. 

to roon ten3erature or 1ow, a few sra11 cxrst1s f phenol were 

added to remove the xeess bromine. If too large a excess of 

broiine had becn added, a heavy, white precipitate of bra nooheriol 

was formed at this point xit if only . slight excess had been 

added, the wlution reni'ined homogeneous. About 5 ;ul. of a freahly 

prepared 1 potassiìm iodide solution were added ann. titration 

begun with staniard sOdiiin thi0sulfate. When the titration wa 

partLally conp1ete but wen. befo:e the enì-.pol-ìt, cistil1ed w:ter 

was added to nake the solution u to twice its volume, thus redue- 

ing th acid concentration to abo'it 3T. The titr'tion was .en 

coaoletecl to the starch-iodine end-poiit. Tie high acid concentra- 

tion at the start of the titration is nces8&ry for a rapid oxida- 

tion of iodìe by antimony (V), the rate dej.ending very stron1y 

on the acidity. At this high acidity, however, the rate f 

reduction of the iodine by tbiosuJ.fate iE slow, so the solution 

must l9ter be diluted in order to obtain a sharo end-point. 

4. Thiorhyl chloride wms analysed for impurities by vapor 

phase chromotography using a Perkin E1rter Model 154-B RVapor 

FractometprN. The column used ws of Pyrex tubing, approxiiiate1y 

one meter in length, and was filled with a silicone oll-Celite 545 

packing. This pcking material was prepared by mixing 13 gras of 

Gellte 545 (40-100 mesh) with 4 grass of Dow-Corning OC) silicone 

oil (40 centiatoke) dissolved in about 150 ml of petroleum ether. 

The slurry mixture ws evaporated on a steam bath until sutatun- 

tially all of the solvent had been removed. It was then placed 
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in e.n ovei t 1O°C for h1f n hour to ensure that no solvent 

reinea. Jfter coo1in, the teri1 was ready for use. 

A vipor np1er ar i11ustretd in Figure 1. was used to 

collect sanp1eß of thionyl chloride vapor to be run through the 

&prrtus. This ßa.np1er as constructed so lt could be alterna- 

tively attached to the vacuum $ystern and to the standard gas 

samp1in; valve of the "V&por Fracto:netr". To collect ¿ sample 

of thiozyl chloride, the 3arnpler was attached to the v&cuum system 

by neans of one of the b1l End socket joints ana the approprL&te 

stopcock turned so that the large ioop could be evacuated. When 

it had been thorohly evacuated, thionyl chloride t room 

temperature ws allowed to vaporize into the system until equ115- 

riurn ws recched. 'Ihe stopcock w.s then closed, the thionyl 

chloride frozen back into its container, nd the sampler removed 

from the v&cmum line. Now sin the special adapter it was 

fitted to tne stuidard gas saapllng valve in place of the usual 

stainlesE steel loop. Both stopcocks and the gas sampling valve 

were then turned so that helium circulated throubh the small loop 

of the saiupler. When all air nad been removed from the system by 

this flushing, both stopcocks were turned so that helium circulated 

through the large ioop thus carrying the sample into the apparatus. 

All samples were run at room temperature and with a heliui flow 

rate of about 40-50 cc/mInute. 

After the column had been "conditioned" ' passing 4 or 5 

samples through it, reproducible results were obt8ìned, showing 



only two peaks of ny signLficance, the thiony]. chloride peak and 

a smaller one estimated to represelt an impurity of about 5% in 

the vapor phbse. Comparison with sanples to which sulfur dioxide 

had been added showed this impurity to be sulfur dioxide. On the 

basis of ided solution behavior using the vapor pressures given 

below, it can be shown that 5 mole percent sulfur dioxide in the 

vapor Dhase corresponds to about 3.2 mole percent in the liquid 

phase, from which the vapor sample had been taken, 

Vapor Pressure 
at 20°C (atm) 

SO 3.23 (31,p.236) 

SOC].2 0.12 (214,p.l8/4) 

Since a better frctionation 

bomba than that used to taKe 

of sulfur dioxice introduced 

impurity in the thionyl chlo 

suggested by these results. 

It should be noted that 

13 

procedure was used in filling exchange 

these samples for analysis, tne amount 

into the exchange mixtures as an 

ride was probably leas than the 0.2% 

botti the method of collecting the 

sample an' the chromatographic technique itself are relatively 

insensitive to less volatile materials, Hence impurities less 

volatile than thionyl chloride woul be detecten less efficiently 

than the more volatile ones. On the other hand, the method of 

dosing thionyl chloride into the reaction bombs also involves 

distillation, so that any such low volatility impurities would 

tend to remain behind. 

àlthouh sulfur dioxide did elute from the silicone oil 

columna at the same point as the observed impurity, this does not 
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unicuely indicate the impurity to be 5ulfur diode. One method 

which hs been applied in an tte!npt to checa this point is to 

use ì second co1u.n 1acking. If the distribution coefficient 

hetween the vaor and liquid phases chsnges with tìe chan of 

coluiiin liquid, then components which elute together fro:n one 

column ay be seoarated by another. 

With this in mind a second coluxn vas prepared using di-n-. 

butyl phthalate on Colite. Four grams of di-n-butyl phthalate 

was cìiso1ved in about 100 nl of acetone rid then .nlxed with 10 

grams of Colite 545 (unsieved). Tde solvent was evaported to 

apnarent dryness on a steam bath and then the renainder placed in 

an oven at 110°C for half an hour. It was then ready for use. 

Although severil samples vere run tbrouch this colurn, one 

of them at 50°C, no evidence was ever found for trie elution of 

thionr1 chloride. The conclusion was that the thionyl chloride 

was reacting with the phthalate ester nd hence this colunìn was 

not satisfactory for our purposes. No further attempt was made 

to use other column materials. 

5. Jntimony pentachloride present in exchange mixtures was 

determined iii several experiments by measuring the absorption of 

the solution at several waveler.,ths between 375 and 525 xnilli- 

microns using a Bausch and Lomb "Spectronic 20" speetrophotometer. 

Since the solutions were contained in small Pyrex tubes of 7 

outside diameter, it was recessry to use the adapter il1ustrted 
in FLure ib in akin these measuremants. The ?rex tubes fitted 
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into the hole in the adapter and the whole aaseb1y then fitted 

into the spectrophotometer. 

Since the tubing used varied soinewht in cirnensions from boab 

to bomb, this technique could not give an accurate estiraste of the 

antimony rentachioride concentration but was useu solely in deter- 

mining the length of time to let exchange proceed. 

The absorption maximum for this system lay somewhere below 

375 millimicrons, the lower limit of tne instrunent, but the 

absorption bend extended out into the region of measuremetit. 

In solutions of low concentration, useful measurements cou1c be 

obtained around 400 iailiimicrons, but when the concentration was 

high, the absorbance was too lrge to measure at this wavelength 

and ttie useful readings were nade around 500 i1i11i!1icrona. 

D. ARATION 0F MAT}RIJLS 

1. Sulfur aloxide was obtained in a tee1 cylinder from the 

Ohio Chemical and Manufacturing Company. The gas was introduced 

into the vacuum system, bubbled twice through concentrated sulfuric 

acid to remove sulfur trioxide, assed over phosphorus pentoxide to 

eliminate water and condensed to a liquid in a trap cooled with a 

Dry Ice-alcohol slurry. The sulfur dioxide was warmed and allowed 

to vaporize, the first and last one-third portions being discarded 

and the middle one-third vaporized into a large storage bulb. 

This portion was then frozen with liquid air and pumped to lO mm 

Hg to remove permanent gases. The liquid 1r was then removed, the 
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sulfur dioxide vporized nd s&ved in the 1rge bulb for future 

use. 

2. Labeled sulfur dioxide, S3502, was prepared by the raethod 

of Masters and Norris (1d,p.2395). Neutrorn-irradiated KC1, 

containing some C16 as well as carrier free S5, was dissolved 

in 0.002 ki eulfuric acid. The resuitin? solution vas heated 

aLuost to boiling and an excess of 10% barium chloride solution 

added. After digestion overnight, the mixture was centrifuged 

and the supernatant liquid separatei frord the precipitate. The 

aolution was evaporated to dryness and the resu1tin solid naterial, 

containing raoiochlorine in the forni of potassiuni and barium 

cnlorides, was set aside for subsequent use in oreparin labeled 

chlorine compounds. 

Ita as35o4 precipitated above, after several washings with 

distilled water, vas dried, dissolved in a small amount of con- 

centrateu sulfuric acid and sealed in a Pyrex container with 

purified sulfur dioxic e gas at about one-half an atniosphere 

pressure. This container was placed in an oven at about 350°C 

for one week during which time exchange of radiosulfur took place. 

Lbeled sulfur dioxide of high specific activity was removed from 

the container by means of a break-tip and passed once through 

phosphoras pentoxide. 

If the labeled sulfur dioxide was to be .ised as such, a small 

saraple was tasen at this point, converted to barium sulfate and 

counted to determine the specific activity of the gas. On the 
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tei8 of this eterminetion the g&s vas diluted with purified, 

inactive sulfur dioxide so that the reoultin material had a. 

specific activity of atout 5000 counta/minute/il1igram of barium 

u1fate. 

When the desired end result wa labeled thionyl etiloride, 

the highly Etctive sulfur dioxide vas used without dilution. 

3. Thionyl chloride, Natheson, Colemn and Bell, B.P. range 

75-76°C, was purified by one of two procedures. 'The early work, 

consisting entirely of experiments in which sulfur dioxide was the 

predominant solvent, was carried out using the nethod of Fieser 

(3,p.381-382). Thionl chloride was distilled vacuo first 

from quinoline and secondly f roxìi raw linseed oil. The resulting 

clear, colorless liquid was then furtner fractionated, the middle 

one-h.1f portion being save$ for subsequent use. 

When experiments were ?erformed in which thionyl chloride 

vs the predominant solvent, the product obtained j the former 

procedure oroved to be unsatisfactory. Antimony pentachlorice 

added to a system containing thionyl chloride with a small amount 

of sulfur dioxide gave a precipitate which was shown to be 6ue to 

an inipurity in the thionyl chloride, hitherto unaetected. 

Elimination of the distillation from quinoline yielded a product 

which gave no precipite.te, thus suggesting that some volatile 

impurity in the quinoline was carrying through the purification 

procedure. Subsequently thionyl chloride was prepared by fraction- 

tion from raw linseed oil followed by a simple fractionation in 
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which only the iiddle one-half vas preserved.. 

Near the end of this work a certain scatter in the cinetics data 

-rompted i further iriprovement. Fractionation vs carried out 

throuh a vacuum jacketed, giass helix pecked column in place of 

the simple fractionation used before. Improved data were sub- 

secuently obtained .it it must be recoiìized that no entirely 

satisf.ctory crIterion for improveient of ?roduct exists at 

present. 

knaly sis of a sample prepared by tha seconci procedure gave 

the foflowind resultsz Dersity: Expected l.L); Found l.7J5. 

Sulfurz ixpected 26.95%; Founui CLioride: Expectea 59.60%; 

Found 59.10%. Samples freni this same preparation were also 

analyzed by vapor phase chroznatograp1'y as described in tLe 

"A:.alysis" section. The indications were that the only iiapurity 

,f consequence was sulfur dioxide, presumably resulting from 

hyth'olysis of thionyl chloride by traces of water on the glass, 

(hydrogen chloride having teen eliminated in the fractionation). 

The sulfur dioxide impurity, present in only small amount, vas not 

enough to be important i.n the ïresent experiments, indications 

being that it was always small reltive to the least amount of 

sulfur dioxide added in the excriange runs. 

14. Labeled thtnyl chloride, S350C12, was prepared from 

purified thionyl chloride r metns of the chloride-catalyeed 

exchangz reaction between sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride 

(17,p.1314-1J52). Jipproximately 100 milliioles of purified 
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thLonyl chloride and 10 millirnoles of highly active S5O2 were 

distilled onto 3 inilhinoles of purified tetrmeth'l&unxoniuxn chloride 

in a ?rrex This boiib ws aealed ano the borioieneouz solution 

allowed to ste..nd in the dark at room teiiperature for at least three 

da:,s. The preparation bomb was reattached to the vacuum line by 

ae&ns of a brea-tip and the nost volatile one-fourth aisttlled 

into a 8mall finger, sealed off &nd discarded. The reìainder of 
- 5 " tne S' 02-8 0012 Traxture was distilled into another bonib and 

about 10 inilhirnoles of inactive sulfur dioxide added. This borab 

was sealed off, thawed, and thorough]y shaken. After reattaching 

the boab to the vacuum line via a break-tip, the nixture was care- 

fully fractionated, the aiddle one-half portion being saved for 

use. 

A small sarle of this middle portion was converted to barium 

sulfate and counted to determine its s?ecific activity. The highly 

active S350C12 was then uiluted with inactive, purified thionyl 

chloriae to 4ve a specific actLvity of about 5000 counts/minute! 

mi11iram of barium sulfate. This dilutac1 iaterial vas fractionated 

once 'ore, the middle one-half portion being reti.ìed for ultimate 

use in excharLe exoeriments, 

5. Antimony entachloride, aker and AdaLasor., reagent Grade, 

was fractionated in vacuo, the middle one-half portion bein 

retained. Chiorice anal,,sis of this oroduct gave the following 

result: Expected: 59.%. Found: 5.5%. 
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t). Tetrametìwle.niiaonlum ch1ori4, 994%, obtained from Matheßon, 

Co1exaii and kie11, Inc. was purified by recrystallization froai 

absolute ethanol. About 5 rins of the crystalline rateriu1 waa 

washed with two successive j portiona of chloroform &id then 

cjsso1ved in absoltite ethanol. This solution was evaporated on the 

steam bath until the firat appearance of crystals. At this point 

the solution V&5 coolea to room tepertur, filtered, ¿nd the 

crystale washed with chloroform. The crystalline materia]. wee 

dried in an oven at 1300C for five minutes snc stored in a des- 

eicator. This material could not be considered as completely -.ry 

so solutions orepared from it had to be standardized with silver 

nitrace. Furthermore unen the solid meteril ws used as such it 

had to be dried by hetting it to 100°C while punìu to a high 

vacuum. 

7. Alumimun chiorlue, Laker, C.t. &nhydrous, was purified 

by sublimation in the vacuum line anc sublimed irectly into the 

exchange bombs without ever being exposed to the atmosphere. Thu 

operation is described in detail in a later section of this report 

dealina with run roceduree, 

3. Hydrogen chlQrid.e, anhjdrous, 99% purity, obtained in 

steel cilthders from the Mathesori Company was transferred to the 

vacuum line, passed through phospnorous pentoxide and condensed 

into a small finger. It was then allowed to vaporize slowly, the 

middle one-half portion beine transferred to a stcrge bulb for 
subsequent use and the remainüer aiscarded. 



III. RUN PFOCEDURE AND DATA 

A. iIIED CAThLYSTS 

1. Radiosulfur Exchange Exerirnents in the Presence of 

Aluminua Chloriae .nd Tetrn1ethylaaliaoniu:n Chloride, k'revious work 

had shown that tetr&xnethylaimnonium chloride was an xcellent 

catalyst for the exchange of aulfur between sulfur dioxide and 

thion3'l chloride but that aluminum chloride had aitnost negligible 

catalytic activity. The present set of exoeriments ws performed 

in the hone of gaining further insight into the mechanism of 

xchange and the chemical species present in the solution. All 

experiments were carried out in pressurized stopcock bombs as 

illustrated in F'iure 2a, 

Tetrametbylammonium chloride was introduced into the exchange 

Lomb as an aqueous solution of known concentration and evaporated 

to dryness prior to final. assembly of the bomb as shown in 

/ . . 

Figure 2a. 

Aluminum chloride was sublimed in vacuum line into small 

- 
mrul's which were then sealed off and stored for future use. 

Each ampule contained tn estimated 3.1 to l.Ji raillimole of aluminum 

ch1o'ie. These mpules were constructed with a Lrek-tip on one 

end so that they could be broten inside the vacuum system with a 

manetically activated breaker. One of these ampules was placed 

j_n tube Â and the apparatus assembled as shown. Thee B containing 

the incoaoletely dried tetramnethylammoniuni chloride was heited to 
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about 100°C while pumping to hit,h vacuum for several hours. During 

this period the rest of the poaretus was heated with a torch 

several times. At this point stopcock C was closed, the ampule 

broten and the 1uminum chloride sublimed into by heating all 

of A with a torch. Tube A ws then sealed off at D and discarded. 

Tube 13 was immersed in licuid air and sulfur dioxide and 

labeled thionyl chloride condensed into the bonib through stopcock C 

from calibrated doer, Sulfur dioxide (1:3 ciilhinioles) was dosed 

as gris fro! a chibrated volume at easured tem?erature and 

pressure. A small capillary ±'inber 's calibrated to contain 

1.0 milhimohe of thionyl chloride at 0°C. After filling thia 

finger from a Btorage container, thionyl cr..lorida was aiatilled 

back into the container until the liquid level in the finger, 

which was cooled in ice, dropped to the calibration merk. The 

remaining contents of the finger were then condensed into the 

exchange bomb. 

When all t'ne reactants wert in tt'e bo:nb, stopcock C waa 

closed and the bomb renioveci fro the vacuum line. The contente 

were thkiwed and set asice in an ice bath to exchange for the 

recuired 1enjth of time. Periodically, during the course of the 

exchange, smell san4es were withdrawn for the purpose of deterniin- 

ing the specific activity of the sulfur dioxide. 

To collect these samples the boirb was sealed to the vacuum 

line as shown in Fiure 3. With the bomb coded to -20°C (±0.5°) 

in an alcohol bath and stopcocks 13 and C closed, stopcock A was 
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slowly opened. After out ¿ minute, the bomb s tapped iightly 

in .n attelapt to stir the contente and 5topcock C v&a opened allow- 

ing vapor to fill the calibrated voluixe (&ample &ount ca. 3.5 

inillinioles). After extctly five ciinute stopcock C ws closed and 

the exchange borb frozen in liquid air. After tise, when all 

the vapor in the volume between L and C had been frozen back into 

the tnb, it wss re.moved fro. the vacuurn line, thawed and placed 

in ice for the exchange to continue. 

The contents of the calibrated volure were condensed into the 

sodium Idroxide solution, which wcs frozen in liquid air. This 

boitb vas then sealed off at E, thawed quickly in water and set 

aside for radioactivity analysis. 

The volunie between stopcocks C ana D was calibrated by 

quantitatively deterniinin. the amount of barium sulfate obtained 

by this procedure in the first few experinents. In subseauent 

experilLent3 exactly the saie procedure was 1sed rn the assunçtion 

made that the *mount of sample obtained was the same. 

Since the procedure did not give a perfect separation of the 

sulfur dioxiae and thionyl cnloride, it was necessary to taie a 

sample prior to initiation of exchange and ma a correction for 

the apparent zero tiue exchan5e. In addition to trtis first 

saiyle, four more samoles were collected at intervals oi Lie 

such that the last one was taen when exchange was expected to 

be about fifty percent complete. Since, however, it vas not always 

known in advance ho'w fast a given mixture would exchange, the final 
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sample was in soiae cas collected well before or after the 

desired tiir..e. 

The volatile contente remaining In the bomb after these ;cmples 

hd. been taken, tras collected lu Eocìiur hydroxide and axalysed for 

radioactivity BC that an infnite" excbvnge time activity could 

be determined for the experinent. 

The non-volat1e contents of the Tonib, consisting of aluminum 

chloride and tetraiaethylainmonium chloride, were dssolved in water 

SO that the iaount of £luiainum chlorice which had been used miht 

be deternilned. In some experiments this WS8 done by titratin& 

the chloride in the solution, subtrEctin the known artount of 

tetraniethylaxnmoniwa chloride which had been &dded, and assuming 

the remainder to be due to aluminum chloride. In one experinient, \ in which the chloride method was suspected of being in error, the 

alu.iiinum was determined colorietrica1ly . Croes checks of the 

two methods would have been desirable, but at this point the work 

with aluminum chloride was discontinued so no such checks were 

made. 

A white flocculent precipitate, very much resembling aluminum 

hydroxide in water, vas oresent in experiments 1, 3, and 4. 

Jttempts to identify it vere not successful but, since It id not 

appear in all experiments, it was orobably not an insoluble 

complex as first suspected. It see5 more likely that, in some 

of these earliest exper1tents, treces of water were left in the 

glass and caiieed hydrolsis of . small amount of the aluminum 
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chloride, yielding hydrogen chloride and insoluble aluminum 

hydroxide. 1ny hydrogen chloride foruied would probably not 

affect the exchange since it has bee! shown to have no effect on 

the catalytic activity of either tetraniethylanonium chloride or 

antimony pentachioride; presumably it would behave toward aluminum 

chloride in a iìariner similar to its behavior with antimony penta- 

chloride. What effect the hydroxide might have had is uncertain 

at this point. 

The results of the five experLuents are summarized in Table 1. 

The final column represents the total amount, in concentration 

units, of sulfur exchanged since removal of the first counting 

saniole. These values have been calculated by the method diacueed 

In section IV, C. 

2. Radiosulfur Exchange xperiments in the Presence of 

Hdroen Chloride and Tetramethylainrnoniurn Chloride. To further 

our understanding of the acid-base rel&tionshios extent in these 

systems, two experiments were carried out using a mixture of 

hydrogen chloride and tetramethylamaionium chlorIde as catalysts. 

These provide a comparison between the behavior of hydroden chloride 

and aluminum chloride as acids. 

With minor exceptions, the procedure used in these experiments 

was the same as that used in the aluminum chloride-tetraethyl- 

ammoniun ebloricte case. Some simplification resulted from the 

fact that hydrogen chloride could be dosed quantitatively in the 

sa.ie manner s.s the sulfur dioxide. This allowed elimination of 
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the extra tube to hold the aluminum chloride anìpu.le and bre&ker and 

lso did away with the necessity for chloride analysis at the end 

f the experthent. Otherwise the procedures were identical. 

lt should be observed that, since hydrogen chloride in the 

pure state has a high vapor pressure &t -20°C, appreciable arnounta 

of it might have been removed from the solution with the sulfur 

dioxide counting samples. In the absence of va;or pressure data 

for the particular system under study, it was only possible to 

consider certain extreme cases. 

Using the vJ.ues of 0.627 atm and 14.5 atm for the vapor 

pressures of sulfur dioxide nd hydrogen chloride respectively 

at -20°C (3l,p.228 and p.236), one computes, on the basis f 

ideal solution behavior, that about half the total hydrogen 

chiorice present was removed with each sample under the conditions 

of these -xperiïients. While removal of such a high ercentade 

vould certdnly have had a ivariced effect on solution composition, 

it left enough in tne solution so that any strong effect due to 

hydrogen chloride would still have been observed in the results. 

Furthermore, since the concentration of hydrogen chloride would 

have changed for each sample interval, e systematic change in 

rate should have been observed from one interval to tne next. No 

such effect was observed, good straight lines being obtained on 

thepxt versus time clots (see calculations section) in every 

case. 

On the other hanci, any Lrge effect on the rete would presuin- 

ably require a rather strong nteraction between hydrogen chloride 
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and one of the other reactants. Such an interaction could only- 

result in a decrease in the vapor pressure below that found on 

the assumption of an ideal solution and hence would have resulted 

in less loss of hydrogen chloride than in the idea]. solution case, 

The effect of these considerations on the interpretation of the 

results will be d.iscssec further in section V, k, 2. 

The results of these two xperiients are given in Table 1. 

3. Radiosulfur Exchanje xperiruentsin the Presence of Hydroen 

Chloride and Antimony Pentachioride. As discussed in the next 

section, several experiiìents were carried out using a mixture of 

antiniony oentachioride and tetraiiethylaimonium chloride as cataysts. 
The present experiment, then, )rovides a comparison between the 

behavior of hydrogen chloride and tetramthylaanmoniun chloride as 

bases. 

Again the procedure was very similar to that used for the 

aluminum chloride-tetramethylaxwuonium chloride system. In this 

case, of course, all reagents were sufficientl- volatile so that 

they could be dosed by diatillation in the vacuum line at room 

teïuerature. Sulfur dioxide, thioriyl chloride, and hydrogen 

chloride were introduced quantitatively through stopcock C by 

cooling the bomb in liquid air. No satisfactory way wis found 

to rleasure out the antimony pentachioride quantitatively so it 
was dosed in approximate amounts and an analysis made at the end 

of the experiment. 
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A1thouh .ntirnony oentach].orlcte Ls somewhat volatile, the 

relative vapor 3rasures were such that no apprecib1e quantity 

was 108t from the exchne mixture when the sulfur diox.tce strap1ea 

were withdrawn. In the fin&J. step, however, where the volatile 

aiatera1 was distiflect from the exchange bomb into a frozen sodthm 

hydroxiie solution, some nt1mony pentch1oride waa transferred. 

ThIs necessitated &n antimony an&lysis of both the final sodium 

hydroxide solution as well as the contents remaining in the 

exchange bomb. me .ntimony wrs aeterined by iodometric titra- 

tion. 

The volatility of hydrogen chloride would have the same 

effect on these experiments s was discussed in the previous 

aection. 

The findings of the single experiment done are summarized in 

Table 1. 

4. Rdioulfur xchane Experiments in the Presence of 

AntimonyPentachloride and TetrametLjlaimionium Chloride . Fairly 

complete cinetic stuuies have been made using either antimony 

'entachloride or tetrmethy1ammoniu chloride as catalysts for 

the exchange rection. It seemed of interest, therefore, to 

investigate the catalytic activity of mixtures of the two, in 

the hoe that further information could be obtained about the 

mechanism of catalysis hy either one or both of the pure compounds. 

The procedure was very similsr to that used in the experiments 
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xot. SO2 SOci2 (cH3)4Nci AlCi3 Saip1e Exch.Tiine Spec.Act. Rxt 
(mnois) (nnoiß) (io1s) (minois) (kirs) (cpm/mg) (iiols/1) 

3&) 
:L3.o 1.0 0.044 0.036 a 0.0 11.5 0.000 

(cr titration) b 38.0 0.292 
C 37.8 43.4 0.479 
d 55.5 0.715 
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f a 103.6 - 
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(c1 titration) b 1.0 33.0 0.268 

C 2.5 42.3 0.426 
d 3.5 57.7 0.740 
e 4.0 65. 0.91.6 

f 00 __b) 

5 13.0 1.0 0.042 0.093 a 0.0 6.8 0.000 
(co1orinetric) b 163.5 10.4 0.066 

e 327.5 13.2 0.116 
cl 477.0 15.2 0.150 

(continued next pe) e b) 

a) Precipitate present in thece bombs during exchange. 
b) Sap1e lost so total activity taken s average of Fipta. i, 2 nd 3 corrected for dec&y. 



TAuLE i b 

HC1+ (cH)1Nci 

Expt. SO2 SOCi (cH3)LNC1 HC1 Sample Exch.Tirne Spec.Act. 

(cìm/iag) 

RXt 
(nmo1s) (inmols) (rmnoi) (mrnois) (kirs) (mois/1) 

6 18.0 1.0 0.092 0.083 a 0.0 11.7 0.000 

b 2.0 21.7 0.222 
C 4.0 31.5 O.I0 
d 6.0 3.9 0.756 

e 19.0 Ó1.0 - a) 

f 67.6 - 

7 18.0 1.0 0.094 0.439 a 0.0 8.0 0.00u 

b 1.0 13.8 
C 2.0 18.6 0.279 
d 3.0 3.2 0.415 
e 4.0 27.2 0.546 

(continued next page) f w 56.6 -- 

a) Not calculated because too much exchange to be nennful. 



T1 . ri - 

:x:t. 302 SOC12 HC1 

(IILÜO1S) (inio1s) (niiio1s) 

3 13.0 1.0 0.544 

ThLE i c 

SiJ15 Saatple 

(auoi) 

3.391 a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

!xch.Time Spec.Act.. hxt 
(hrB) (cpin/atg) (mo1s/1) 

0.0 19.0 0.000 
100.0 100.0 0.69e 
19.0 136.0 1.262 
270.0 159.0 
303.0 145.0 1.465 

co 18.0 - 

'J' 
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with aluminum chloride and tetmethy1aoniuxti chloriìe, with the 

exception that (tfltiiflofly pentachioride was dosed by vcuuni distil- 

ltion at room thmperture rather than by cubliniation at elevated 

teaperature. £8 !nentioned in the previous section, it was not 

possible quantitatively to measure the amount of &ntimony penta- 

chloride introduced, so that an na1ysis was necessary at the end 

of the experiient. In some early experiments in which the molar 

concentration of tetrantethylaiiraonium chloride was ,Teater then 

that of the antimony pexit.acraoride, analysis corisiste of te 

determination of chloriae in the residue remaining in the excimne 

bomb after the volatile rnterial had been removed. Since the 

anti!!ony pentachioride was presumably all in the form of the 

hexachloroantimonate salt, this procedure appeared justified. 

But when, n later experiments, antimony pentachioride was 

present in excess, it became necessary to use a direct determina- 

tion for antimony because sorne of the pentachioride was now 

included with the fraction containing thionyl chloride. because 

arAtimony pentachloriue was usually present in much smaller 

quentities than the thionyl chloride, a chloride analysis was 

not sufficient to determine the amount of antimony pentaonloride 

in the sample. For thi reason the iodoraetric determination for 

antimony vas adapted and used exclusively in all subsequent 

experiments. 

When antimony pentachioride was present in excess it was 

necessary to warm the exchhnge bomb slightly in warm water during 
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the final transfer of volatile material into sodiuni hydroxicie. 

While this :r00edU.re resulted in considerable distillation of 

antimony pentachioride, it did ensure that all of the thionyl 

chloride was removed from the exchange bomb. 

The results of these experiments are reported in Table 2. 

E. ACID CATALYSTS 

1. Radiosulfur Fxchine Experiments in the Presece of 

Alurii.nuin Chloride. Previous work hd indicated that alaaiinum 

chloride ccted cs a catalyst for the exchange of sulfur between 

sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride (17,p.1350) . This study was 

undertaken in an attempt to extend these results and perhaps to 

get some idea of the mechanism involved. It soon turned out that, 

for experimental reasons, the pursuit of this study was much lees 

inviting than an investigation of the catalytic properties of 

antimony pentachloride, so the workc was discontinued after 
completion of only one experinent. 

The procedure used was identical with that used for the study 

of the catalytic activity of aluminuni chloride-tetramethylammonlutn 

chloride mixtures with the exception, of course, that no tetra- 

methtleuoniuiu chloride was added to the exchen&e mixture. The 

results ere given in Table 3. 

2. Radiosulfur Exchìange xperiients in the Presence of 

Antimony Pentachloriae. A fairly detailed kinetic study was aede 

of the exchne of radiosulfur between siuîur dioxide and thionyl 



TAFLE 2 

RADIOStJLFU! FXCFIÂNGE EE?IMENTS VITI! MIXED CATALYSTS 

(StC15+(CH3)4NC1; Temp., 0.0°C) 

Expt. 2 
S0C12 (Cki3)4NC1 SbC1 Sp1e Exch.Tirne Spec.Act. 

(rnrioia) (mmola) (rnruols) (rn!Lo1s) (kirs) (cpnVrng) 

9 ig.o 1.0 0.102 0.090 a 0.0 8,4 
b 1.5 9.8 
C :.o 10.6 
d 4.5 11.2 
e 6.0 12.0 
f oea) 52.6 

10 LLO 1.0 0.093 0.029 a 0.0 8.0 
b 1.5 23.4 
C 3.0 
d 4.5 28.9 
e 6.0 34.2 
f Q, 49.1 

11 18.0 1.0 0.104 0.036 a 0.0 12.7 
b 1.5 14.6 
C 3.0 19.9 
d 4.7 26.0 
e 6.0 28.3 
f cx 45.7 

12 1.0 1.3 0.060 0.318 c 0.0 3.6 
b 3.0 13. 
C 6.0 16.8 
d 9.0 21.0 
e 12.0 24,6 

(coiitinued next ize) f 39.6 
e) These infinity" sanp1es represent the contents of the bomb t the end of the exchnge 

experiment. 

Rxt 
(inols/1) 

O 000 
0.038 
0.059 
0.075 
0.095 

o 000 
0.534 
0.685 
J 793 
1.100 

O 000 
o 069 
o 272 
0.565 
O. 687 

O 000 
0.186 
0.347 
0.559 
o 774 



TABLE 2 (Cont'd.) 

:xpt. C12 (Ci3)1NC1 Std5 Sam1e Fxch.Tine Spec.ct. rcxt 

(minois) (inaols) (minois) (rniiiois) (hrs) (cpm/m) (mois/i) 

13 1.0 0.059 0.02e s 0.0 8.4 0.000 
b 5.0 16.5 0.360 
e ...0 19.0 0.495 
d 11.0 3.4 0.Th0 
e 14.0 25.8 0.937 
f _a) 

14 1'.0 1.0 0.091 0.016 0.0 40.0 0.000 
b 10.5 176.0 1.050 
e ¿1.3 30.0 ¿.250 
d 2.5 249.0 3.310 
e 420 2544.0 

b 

f co 260.0 - 
15 13.0 1.0 0.076 0.102 a 0.0 41.4 0.000 

b L7.0 46.9 0.060 
c 341.0 Ek.8 0.636 
d 475.0 65.7 0.295 
e 642.0 66.1 0.300 
f co 145.0 - 

16 13.0 1.0 0.076 3.079 a 0.0 20.6 3.000 
b 163.0 31.1 3.170 
e 302.0 41.6 0.361 
ct 473.0 I.3.o 0.400 
e 640.0 49.2 0.513 

Ccontinued next oae) f co 97.0 -- 
s) Sample lost so totsi activity tacen as average of 13, 11 and 12. 
b) Too iuch exchan6e to be s1iificant. 



TJdLE 2 (Cont'd.) 

Expt. SO2 S*3C12 (CH3)4NC1 S15 Sunp1e 

(minois) (minois) (mmois) (imaols) 

17 18.0 1.0 0.076 0.034 a 

b 
C 

d 

e 

f 

18 13.0 1.0 0.076 0.186 a 

b 
C 

d 

e 

f 

19 18.0 1.0 0.076 O.02 a 

b 
C 

d 

e 

f 

20 18.0 1.0 0.076 0.299 a 

b 

C 

d 

(continued next page) 
e 

f 

Exch.Tinie Sec.Ict. Rxt 
(hrs) (coI/ing) (aìoi/i) 

0.0 16.0 .000 
4.0 24.7 0.159 
o.O 35.4 0.379 

43.5 0.57k 
16.0 51.0 0.733 

83.2 - 
3.0 25.1 0.000 

¿35.0 70.0 0.471 
381.0 93. 3.824 
58.0 108.0 1.126 
713.0 130.0 1.815 

154.0 -- 

0.3 50.8 0.300 
20.0 110.0 0.174 
45.5 178.0 
oS.6 ¿00.0 3.50 
93.2 250.0 3.733 
co 442.0 - 
0.0 36. 0.000 

94.5 86.2 0.314 
190.5 136.0 0.769 

160.0 1.358 
379.0 19.0 1.619 

co 236.0 - 
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TABLE 3 

RADIOSULFJR EXCHANGE EXPERfl4ENTS WITH L1fl'NUN CHLORIDE 

Experiment 23 

Temp. = 0.0°C 

S02 = 13.0 inniola 

S*0C12 1.0 nnìo1 

A1C1. = 0.54 cmo1 (C1 titration) 

Sample iLxch.Time Spec.Act. RXt 
(hrs) (cpm/nig) (moi/i) 

a 0.0 5.8 0.000 
b 167.0 10.4 0.154 
C 331.0 12.0 3.211 
d o1.0 17.4 0.416 
e 778.0 1.4 
f a) 42.8 - 

a) These "infinity" suip1es represent the contents of the bomb 
at the end of the exchange experiment. 
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chloride using antimony pentachioride s catalyst. The objective 

of this investigation was to establish a mechanism for the Cataly8ed 

reaction which, in addition to its Intrinsic interest, would also 

provide a comparison between the action of "acidic" chlorides and 

that of "basic" chlorides which had been studied previously. 

Fxperiznents were carried out et molar ratios of sulfiir dioxide to 

thionyl chloride ranging from 36:1 to l;40 thus providing informa- 

tion throughout the range of concentrations of these two reactants. 

The experiraental procedures can be conveniently divided into 

two sections, those in which the sulfur dioxide was oresent in 

excess of the thionyl chloride and those In which the reverse 

was true. One experiment In which the concentrations were about 

equal was carried out using the procedure of the excess thionyl 

chloride experiments. 

FxperLments in which the concentration f sulfur aioxide was 

high compared to that of thionyl chloride were carried out in 

reaction bombs equipped with ressurized stopcocks. Although the 

rocedure as been described in detail in previous sections of 

this report, the portions pertaining specifically to work with 

antimony pentachioride were presented rather piecemeal so it would 

be well to review the procedure again at this point with specific 

reference to the present work. 

The spparatus used was the sane as that shown in Figures 2a 

and 3 except that the siue t'ibe A of Fiure 2a was not needed on 

the exchange bomb since all rec gente could be Lntroduced through 
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the stopcock. 

Antiiiony pentach1orice ws introduced by coo11n the exchange 

bomb ifl liquid air End disti11in it directly from a store bomb 

attached to the vacuum line. In some cases when rather 1rge 

amounts of catJ.yst were to be used, the liouid was condenaed into 

6. sìi11, rouh1y calibrated finger, the excess being evaportted 

beck into the atorage bomb until the liquic level dropped to the 

calibretlon nurk, and the remeinin contents then trmsferred to 

the excha.ne bonil. Thiß procedure could not be used for antail 

eznounta aince vaporization from sufficiently small ctpillary tubes 

wat too slow. In no ce ws the procedure quantitative but it 
provided an estinute of the antount of ct1yat present o that 

appropriate am11ing intervds could be deternLned for any 6iven 

experiiant. hn the &mount of c&talyst u3ed vas smn11, &n estiint 
of the ount present wa obt&ìnd by reisurirg the absorption of 

the exchange solution in a ui.1l spectrophotonieter over tue range 

fr;L 375 to 525 ;nIlli.iuicrons. 

In all experintent, ecurate aetermination of tue amount of 

antinony ?entachloride present was accomuplisned by chemical analysis 

at the end of the experiment. This analysIs consisted of iodometric 

titration of the sIAti!nony. 

Sulfur dioxide was dosed uantitative1y by expanding it into 

a bulb of cnown voltuie at known temperature ami ieasuring the 

resulting pressure. The contents of this bu.lb were then frozen 

into the exchange bomb with liquid air. of the sulfur dioxide 
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used in the3e experiments was in.ctive. 

Labeled thioriyl c1orie w iae&aureã ìccarteiy the 

liquid in a ma].1 cpiUary finger tt 0°C before It was distilled 
int,o thC exchange bomb. Te procedure w.s to tranafer an excess 

of niter11 into the fiei' and then distil it beck into the 

8torage bomb until the liquid level fell to the calibration irk, 
The rerinin6 content$ were then cistilled into the exci.nge bornb. 

The rectant mouris, vryin between fiftcen and twenty a.Llliìaols 

tota]. 8tlfur, are shown n Table 4. 

this point the stopcock was closed, the boiL removed from 

tie vacuum sy stern, tliawe(, &iìQ the contents 'n.txed thorou1a. 

ifter reee.in the bomb, it was sealed beck onto the vacuum 

line anu a a. 1e taxen to deterrdine the apparent zero time 

excn;anee. 

Saiaples were collected using the system shown in Figure 3. 

he excn&nge bomb was warmed to -20°C ami with stopcocks B and C 

closed, stopcoc a was slowly opened. The liquid was allowed to 

vaporize through a sinterei glass aise so as to minimize tne 

oosslbility of Mbumpin". after ¿bout one minute, 8thpcocl( C was 

opened, allowing vapor to fili the calibrated volume between C 

and Li (sample amount mz. 0.5 ai1limole). 'ihile this vaporization 

was proceeding the exchange boab was tapped lightly occasionally 

in an attempt to provide some stirring of the contenLs. After 

exactly 5 minutes, stopcock C was closed and the exchange bomb 

frozen in liquid air to draw all the vapor n the volume between 
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A cnd C back into the bomb. Stopcock J was then closed, the bomb 

renioved from the vcui.mi line, thawed, &.nd st &side in a thermo- 

statted container to react. 

The contents of the calibrated volure were transferred through 

etopcoc D into the sodium hydroxide solution which was frozen in 

liquid air. This tube was then ecLled off at E, thawed quickly in 

water nd set L side for analysie. 

For each experiment four more samples were 'ithdrawn from the 

exchange mixture in this same way at tine intervals such that the 

final sample was taken when exchange was about 5O complete. 

At the termination of the exoeri:nent a final sLmple consisting 

of dl the rernining sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride and part 

of the antimony 'entachloride, was frozen into sodium hyroxi3e 

solution. During this step, the exchange bomb was warmed slightly 
with a bath of warm water to ensure that all of the sulfur dioxide 

and thionyl chloride were reioved. 

The contents of the first five samples were submitted to radio- 

activity analysis as vas a portion of the contents of the sixth 

Sam?le. The material remaining in the exchange bomb vas dissolved 

in E1 hydrochloric acid and a portion of this solation, together 

with a portion of sample six, was analysed for antimony. Antimony 

analysis was not necessary in the first five samoles since the 

amount of antimony pentach.loride removed from the exchange mixture 

during collection of these samples was ne4igible. 
As the work rogressed the apparatus used for taking samplea 



was modified to suit the requirerents of the experiments using 

break-tip bombs. Some of the later stopcock bomb experi.iients 

were sampled usind this modified apparatus. The arrane:neit is 

illustrated in Fiure 4 with sections I and II denoting respectively 

a stopcock bomb or break-tip bomb attached to trie s stem. With the 

stopcoc boib in position and thawed to -20±0.5°C in an alcohol 

bath, stopcocks A and B were opened and about 2 milliaioles of the 

most volL tile rnteri.1 frozen sloly into the finger C. Stopcock 

B was ttien closed and the finger thnwed to -20°C. Stopcock D was 

opened and the licuid in C allowed to vaporize into the cross- 

hstched volune for exactly 5 iiiinutes. At this point 8tOpCOCk D 

w,s ciosec', ooned and the excess mteril in C frozen back into 

the excrne bomb. Stopcock A was closed, the bomb removed from 

the line, thawed anu set aside in a thermostatted container wnile 

the re.ction proceeded. -The vapor in the cross-hatcheci volume 

was froren into the sodium hydroxide solution, the tube sealed off 

at E, thawed quickly in water and sat aside for analysis as bifore. 

In this aiaratus the cross-hatched volume replaced the 

calibrated volume of Figure 3. The volumes were not quite equiva- 

lent and it turned out that a slightly larger saiale was obtained 

in this case ( ca. 0.6 mmols) than with the previous arrangement. 

To check the light sensitivity of the excil nge reaction, two 

experiments were carried out under comparable conditions except 

that one (exieriment 38) was exposed to light as much as poszihle 

while the other (ex,eriment 39) was kept as th.rk as possible. 



4 
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iuring an exckine interval, the bombs were pcked in ice in a 

Devar flsi so exposure to light in experiment w.e accomlished 

by placing fluoresceut leirip thaiediately ovei, ana as close s 

possible to, the container. ExperLe1Lt 39 wa sept dark, during 

n exchnge inter-sl, by Keeping it in a closed cabinet. 

The results of all "excess" sulfur dioxide experiiets are 

reported in Table 4. 

Reactions in which thionyl chloride w&s present In higher 

'oncentrations th.n the sulfur dioxide, were carried out in bonibs 

equipped with bre.k-tips which !ieant that only one sample could be 

withdrewn before the experLaent was terminated. In contrast to 

the stopcock bombs, several of these bombs were re';uired to est&blish 

the rate f exchange at any p&rticul r set of reagent concentrations. 

In all ceses the labeled component was sulfur dioxide. 

Since antimony pentachioride was transferred into the bombs 

at a different point on the vacuum system than that used to dose 

the other reagents, it was necessary to construct them as shown 

in Figure 2b. The bomb vas oriinaUy fastened to the vacuurn 

line at point A, the antimony pentachloriue frozen into it and 

sealed off at B. It was then attached ¿t point C to a different 

portion of the vacuum system. After evacuation, break-tip L was 

broKen by s magnetically ac ivated breker and the sulfur dioxide 

and thionyl chloride introducect in exactly the same ntanner as 

used for the stopcock bombs. After sealing off at E, the bomb 

was thawed and set aside in a thermostat to exchange. 

After exchanging for the required time interval, the mixture 
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TABLE4 

RADIOSULFUR EXC}IANGE ELFIMTS 'I TM ANTIMONY ?ENTLCHLO}tIDE 

(High concentr&tion of sulfur dioxide) 

Expt. Temp. S°2 SOC12 SbC15 Sample Exch.Tiine Spec.Act. 

(°c) (iiuuols) (rnj,ioiY (nrno1s) (hrs) (cern/mg) 

24 0.0 1.O i..) 0.024 0.0 29.h 
. . b 167.0 

C 384.0 5.2 
, 

d 633.O 62. 
e 901.0 85.1 
f a) 206.0 

25 0.0 18.0 1.0 0.046 0.0 24.2 
b 177.0 61.4 
c 479.0 84.0 
d 676.0 94.2 
e 840.0 104.6 
f 187.3 

26 0.0 13.0 1.0 0.039 a 0.0 22,8 
b 47.2 26.5 
c 91.0 34.4 
d 143.0 43.7 
e 181.3 49.2 
f 1b2.0 

27 0,0 18.0 1.0 0.112 a 0.0 15.2 
b 72.0 22.8 
c U9.0 33.0 
d 175.2 43.8 
e 271.6 50,8 

Lcontinued next pse) f lhh.0 
a) These "infinity samples represent the contents of the bomb at the end of the 

exchange experiment. 

Rxt 
(raols/1) 

O 000 
o 1 8 

0.157 
0.262 
o .441 

o 000 
0.289 
0.509 
0.624 
0.748 

0.000 
0.03e 
0.100 
0.182 
0.232 

o 000 
0.071 
0.169 

3.281 
0.379 

o 



Expt. Temp. 

(°c) 

¿o 

502 5*0Cl2 

(mmois) (mraals) 

1.3 1.3 

TABLE 4 (conttd.) 

SbC15 Sample 

(rcrnol s) 

0.069 a 

29 0.0 ].&0 1.0 0.713 

30 0.0 10.0 1.3 0.073 

3]. 0.0 18.0 0.500 0.492 

(continued next pe) 

b 
C 

d 

e 

f 

a 

b 

C 

d 
e 

f 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 
f 

a 

b 

C 

d 
e 

f 

Exch.Tiine Spec.Act. xt 

(hrs) (cpm/nig) (mo1/i) 

0.0 15.3 0.000 
117.0 lö.6 0.037 
¿80.0 ¿1.6 0.186 
593.0 30.9 0.527 
786.0 36.2 0.777 

00 56.0 - 
0.0 5.8 0.000 

47.0 26.3 0.393 
92.0 36.6 0.659 

1.41.0 47.8 1.354 
180.0 53.5 1.335 

co 71.0 - 
0.0 17.4 0.030 

1;9.0 7.6 0.jlO 
475.0 54.8 1.509 
609.0 57.6 1.691 
815.0 oí..6 .18 

84.4 - 
0.0 43.4 0.000 
66.0 b6.5 '3.39 

139.0 80.6 0.453 
¿3.0 96.8 0.835 

99.8 1.010 
1fl.0 - 

I-' 



Ex.;t. Teri:. 

(°C) 

32 0.3 

so2 s0ci2 

(miiols) (m.iìols) 

l.0 1.0 

TABLE 4 (Cont'd.) 

SbC15 Sample 

(no1s) 

33 0.3 15.3 3.0 0.332 

34 OQ 13.3 0.5 0.670 

35 ).3 13.0 5.0 0.259 

(co:tinuec next pae) 

a) Too little aipl to count accurately. 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

b 

C 

d 
e 

f 

a 

b 

C 

a 

e 

f 

Exch.Time Spec.Act. Rxt 
(hi's) (cpWin) (rnois/1) 

3.0 21.4 0.000 
365.0 39.7 0.lb]. 

668.0 46.8 0.263 
916.0 56.0 0.369 

1151.0 55.7 0.366 
00 143.0 - 
3.0 12.4 0.000 

32.0 27.h. 0.402 
7,..5 41.1 0.829 

103.5 47.1 1.03e 
139.5 59.7 1.532 

123.0 - 
0.0 15.2 0.000 

25.0 30.6 0.169 
43.0 :39.4 0.294 
70.0 43.7 3.365 
93.0 45.0 0.32 
w 74.4 - 
0.0 14.6 0.000 

44.0 36. 0.o45 
91.5 41.2 0.10 

i42.5 53.6 1.216 
192.5 - a) 

169.0 - 
p..) 



!xt. Teip. 

(°C) 

36 

SO2 SOC12 

(nno1s) (mntola) 

10.0 6.0 

37 0.0 10.0 6.0 

38 0.0 18.0 1.0 

39 0.0 18.0 1.0 

(continued next page) 

TLBLE 4 (Cont'd. 

SbC15 Smp1e Exch.Time Spec.Act. RXt 
(nruois) (hrs) (cpm/ing) (ao13/1) 

3.586 a 0.0 27.7 0,000 
b 49.0 47.1 0.497 
C 94.5 60.2 0.840 
d 152.0 31.3 1.501 
e 198.0 5.0 1.635 
f 213,0 - 

0.463 a 0.0 3.8 0.000 
b 71.5 64.2 1.380 
C 143.5 57.8 1.137 
d 215.5 74.0 1.7b5 
e 299.5 89.0 2.45 
f 178.0 - 

0.841 a 0.0 53.6 0.000 
b 22.5 70.0 0.185 
C 46.5 o4.]. 0.118 
d 71.5 82.4 0.337 
e 98.0 15.7 1.174 
f 157.0 -- 

0.694 a 0.0 ¿7,6 0.000 
b 24.0 59. 
C 47.3 7.4 0.499 
d 71.8 30.5 0.618 
e 95.8 0.333 
f 148.0 - 



Expt. Temp. SO2 

(°C) (ìiiinois) 

40 0.0 1.0 

TABLE 4 (Cont'd.) 

3*0Cl2 SbC15 Sample 

(o1s) (mno1s) 

1.0 3.92 a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

4]. ).0 15.0 3.0 2.6 a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

42 0.0 1S.0 4.3 3.94 a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

49 -15.0 1.0 1.0 0.044. a 

b 
C 

d 

e 

(continued next page) f 

) Sorne S*0C12 lost so use average of expts. 3i, 3 nd 21. 

Exch.Tirne Spec.Act. Rxt 
(hrs) (coin/aig) (mols!].) 

0.0 11.7 0.000 
10.2 3.6 0.069 
¿0.5 40.8 0.17e 
30.5 49.4 0.233 

41.0 o3.4 
a) 

0.344. - 

0.0 26.3 0.000 

7.5 0.177 
12.8 54.8 3.3d. 
19.8 7o.2 0.592 
8.l 78,3 0.617 

244..0 - 
0.0 37.0 0.000 
2.5 39.3 0.024. 

8.0 57.7 0.224 

20.5 82.6 0.514 

33.5 9.2 0.645 
260.0 - 

0.3 31.7 0.000 

207.0 39.0 0.038 

4.48.0 62.8 0.175 
680.0 52.2 0.117 

939.0 56.2 0.139 
co 256.0 - 



TABLE ¿ (Cont'd. 

Expt. Te;up. 302 SDC12 S1C15 Sample xch.Tinie Spec.Act. Rxt 
(°c) (nno1s) (t'raois) (mruols) (hrs) (cprn/xng) (mols,'l) 

50 -15.0 18.0 1.0 3.18 a 0,0 h.6.1 0.000 
b 114.0 50.0 0.020 
C 3o.5 o7.6 O.11 
a 347.5 9:3.8 0.255 

e 465.0 106.0 0.327 
f 286.0 - 

51 -15.0 1E.0 1.0 0.453 a 0.0 31.4 0.000 
b 67.0 49.1 0.060 
C 1L1.0 77.9 0.1b9 
d 09.5 13..0 0.287 
e 2'75.5 134.0 0.43 
f 329.0 - 

52 15.0 18.0 1.0 0.344 ¿t 0.0 54.8 0.000 
b 4.0 69.4 0.043 

c 8.0 91.7 0.111 
d 12.0 110.0 0.169 
e 16.0 138.0 3.60 
f oo 444.0 - 

53 15.0 1.0 1.0 0.265 a 0.0 28.7 0.000 
b 10.0 88.7 0.128 
c ¿0.0 111.0 0.198 
- u _)r%,_% 

e 'J i f' - 
LLItJ s 'J 

- 'Je 

e 1+0.1 174.0 0.4114 
(continued next pe) f 436.0 - 

'J' 
'J' 



ThBLE I (Cont'd. 

Ex)t. Te'Tlp. 2 
S*.)(1 SbG15 Saciple Exch.Ttii SpecJct. Rxt 

(°C) (aois) (nriiols) (niuo1) (hrs) (cmg) (aoi,Íi) 

57 23.3 1í.O 1.'J 0.461 a 0,0 5,4 0.0)0 
b b, i.6 0.177 
C 34.0 48.1 
d ¿1.5 5L.4 0.61I 
e 31.2 63.6 0.c16 
f 115.0 - 

58 23.3 18.3 .0 0.318 a 0.0 2.9 0.000 
b 5.2 7.2 0.278 
e 7. 

d 16.2 13.0 0.663 
e 27.5 19.1 1.113 
f 6.5 - 

59 23.3 15.0 6.) 0.605 a 0.0 16.1 0.000 
b 12.0 16.1 0.000 
e . 0.0 a4.h, 0.6U 
d 45.0 - 32.3 1.25 
e 5S.5 3g.7 2.022 
f 73.1 - 

60 23.0 15.0 6.0 3.37 0.0 4.4 0.000 
b 16.5 14.0 0.774 
c 35.0 24.2 1.674 
d 564 31.3 2.409 
e 75.4 37.3 .232 

(continued next page) f 62.4 - 
o.' 
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TABLE '4 (Conttd.) 

Thrnp. SO2 S*0G12 StCl5 Saup1e Exch.Tine 
(oc.) (innotJ (znrtisJ (innols) (hi's) 

30.0 1.O 1.0 0.374 a 0.0 
b 5.0 
C 10.0 
d 15.5 
e 20.5 
f 

Spec.Act. Ixt 
(conVmg) (nols/1) 

2.0 0.000 
22.2 0.349 
2.4 D.;54 
46,8 '3.984 

38.0 3.717 
75.0 - 
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was sep:;rated into three frctions. The first cont&ined one mliii- 

.nole of thionyl chloride idth very smídl amounts of suìt'ur dioxide 

and antimony entachloride. The seconci contained the remainder of 

the sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride and part of the antimony 

pentachioride. The third frLction contained the remainder of the 

ant1.iony pentachioride. 

Searation into these three fractions s accoiaplisned using 

the apparatui illustre ted in Figure 2.. With the bomb shown in ti 

sealed to the systsrn and ì'eld to _2000, :;topcocks B, D and F were 

opened and the rest closed. The brek-ti? was brocen with sn 

externally ¿ctivated immgnetic breaker and about three mil1inoles 

of material (out of a total of about ten millimoles) distilled 

into the finger G by freezing it in liquid air. At this point 

stocock I was closed, the vapor in the line frozen into G and 

stopcock F closed. Finger C was frozen in liquid air, the exchange 

Lomb warmed to room temperature snd distillation continued until 

the material raining in the bomb was rimariiy antimony penta- 

chloride. The finer C was then thawed to -20°C, the exchange bomb 

frozen in liquid air and distillation reversed until the liquid 

level in C fell to a calibration mîark incicating tht it contained 

1.3 mlh1izole (±ca. 10%) of thion:,l chloride. Stopcock ß waa 

closed azvi this thionyl chloride fraction s distilled into the 

frozen sodium droxlde solution shown. The sodium hydroxide 

tube was sealed off at E, thawed and. set aside for analysis. A 

aecond sDdiuAn hydroxide container replaced the first one and the 
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contente of G wer distilled tnto it. The contents of the exchcnge 

bomb rere then distilieci into this container until oni- about one- 

h1f the arition3r entach1oricie reained behInd. Tests showed 

th.t by this time no detectcble aiount of suIfur-contiining corn- 

pounds rea1ned in the bomb. The second sodium hydroxide container 

w&s then sealed off, thawed and set aside. The exch.uxge bomb WES 

frozen in liquid air, removed from the vacuuui line nd the contents 

quickly dissolved in E hydrochloric ac.d. 

Portions of the first two fractions were u.sed to deteriiine 

trie suecific activity of the sulfur contained in thea nd portions 

of &ll three samples were used for antimony analysis. 

The findings of these exerimeuts are summarized in Tables 5 

and 6. Co1unn 7 in Table 5 4ves the pecific ectivi4y of the 

1.0 milliiole of thionyl chloride and colunn gives the specific 

activity of the remaining contents of the exchange bomb. 



TABLE 5 

RJiDIOSULFUR EXCHANGE EXPERIMENTS ITH ANTL4ONY PFNTACHLOFIDE 

(Hih concentration of thionyl chloride) 

Expt. Temp. S32 SOCi2 SbC15 S1C15(corr)a) 
Exch. 

Time AExch.solT!.b) F FOC 

(Oc) (rio1s) (mmois) (nrìols) (inmois) (hrs) (cpw./rag) (cp/m) 

43 a )Q 0.25 10.0 0.511 3.503 123.0 18.4 120.0 0.167 0,100 
b 0.581 219.0 13.2 53.1 0.263 0.100 
C 0.517 33.0 13.4 44.6 
d 0.&5 4a9.0 26.6 49.c 0.564 
e 0.674 598.0 16,0 35,9 0.470 
f 0.53 778.0 44.4 9.1 0.50 

44 a 0.0 0.50 10.0 0.469 0.500 10.0 14.2 148.0 0.105 0.050 
b 0.457 59.0 14.9 50. J.3l8 
C 0.546 41.0 0.1 7.6 0.6 
d 0.570 769.0 37.5 178.0 0.518 

45 E. 0.0 0.50 10.0 0.974 1.00 50.0 14.0 110.0 0.139 0.090 
b 1.029 71.0 .3.0 U5.0 0.217 
C 1.016 191.0 39.4 146.0 0.290 
d 0.380 27;.0 49,8 140.0 0.380 
e 0.895 4400 50.2 90,4 0,530 

46 a 0.0 ¿.50 10.0 0.499 3.500 L1.0 10,4 t38.2 0.L7 3.050 
b 0.54 291.0 3.3 80.2 0.308 
C 0.505 552.0 30.2 79.6 0.398 
d 0.588 744.0 37.2 80.0 0.486 

C continued next page) 
a Concentration to which all results are to be corrected 
b Activity of contents reiainthg after 1.0 mmol thionyl chloride removed. 
c Fraction exchange at zero time, determined raphica1ly. 



ThJ.LE 5 (Cont'ú. 

J:xch. 

Expt. Temp. 5*0 SOCi2 SbC15 SbC15(corr) Tinie hExch.Soln. F £0 

(Oc) (inno1s) (iniio1e) (mriois) (rnmols) (hrs) (cpiiVin) (cpm/mg) 

47 e 0.0 10.5 10.0 0.476 3.503 22.0 11.4 46,4 0.026 0.000 

b O.47 5.7 26.4 
C 0.4j7 300.0 14.3 48.1. 0.306 
d 0.577 48.0 11.4 4.1 0.485 

e 0.561 536.0 .4 42.7 0.512 

48 a 0.0 0.50 10.0 ..157 ¿.0)0 54.5 3.7 9.1 0.139 0.000 

b 1.931 78.0 6.2 

C .164 134.0 3.8 49.0 0.34 
d 2.649 9.0 14.5 ¿7.2 i.560 

54 a 15.0 0.50 10.0 0.564 0.500 ¿8.0 14.4 L)o.0 0.148 0.070 

b 0.5.6 63.0 3.5 11.0 
c 0.59 97.0 74.0 0.293 
ci. 0.416 144.0 44.5 16..0 0.95 
e J.451 19.0 29.9 7.2 0.43d 
f 0.500 ¿3a.o 3.8 31.2 3.4c9 

55 a 15.0 0.50 10.0 0.967 1.00 ¿3.0 4.4 ,2.3 0.149 0.120 
b 0e961 .4.0 38.4 140.0 0.i95 
c ¿8.0 14.2 73. 0.197 
d 0.904 7.4.0 .44,8 147.0 0.7 
e 0.861 103.0 57.8 148.3 0.4i.6 

f 1.117 1LO.3 34.9 80.5 0.45c 

(continued next pz ge) 



TABLE 5 (Cont'd.) 

Expt. Tetad. Soci2 SbCl5 St15(corr) 

(Oc) (Lnrnois) (rnois) (nLnols) (io1s) 

56 a 15.0 0.50 10.0 2.163 2.00 
b 2.010 
e 2.154 
d 2.051 

61 a 2.0 0.53 10.0 0.506 0.500 
b 0.533 
e 0.493 
d 0.598 

63 a 33.0 0.50 0.500 
b 0.529 
e 0.527 
d 0.697 
e 0.567 

Exch. 
Time Asoci,. Ach Coin F 

(hz's) (cpm/iag) (cpn/mg) 

10.0 .7 28.2 0.105 0.000 

33.5 8.2 2.1 0.333 
49.5 9.8 ¿8.0 0.374 
8.5 lo.3 ¿7.9 0.609 

24.0 13.0 74.1 0.190 0.090 
74.0 22.5 72.2 0.334 

121.0 34.1 7C).4 0.509 

164.0 38.0 71.9 0.555 

L.0 9.7 50.4 0.208 J.130 
J.0 17.9 47.6 3.393 
7.0 22.0 45.6 0.505 
74.0 d.4 1+8.8 0.526 

llo.0 27.8 48.4 \J.597 

p.', 
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TLBLE 6 

RALIOSULFUR EXCHANGE EXPERIMTS WITH ANTIMONY PENTACRLOIIDE 

(High concentration of thionyl chloride) 

1xpt. xch,Tthe -log10 
( -) 

-log10 
( : 

) 

° 

43 a 123.0 3.033 0.332 

b 219.0 0.090 3.077 

C 33.O 0.123 0.119 

d h9.0 3.315 

e 593.0 0.3O 0.171 

f 773.0 0.57 

I+4 a 120.0 0.06 0.08 
b ¿59.0 3.144 0.158 

C 481.0 3.234 0.214 
d 769.0 0.295 0.259 

45 a 50.0 0.024 0.025 
b 71.0 o.O6 0.064 
C 191.0 O.10 0.106 

d 274.0 0.167 0.190 

e 0.0 0.335 0.374 

46 a 11.0 0.037 0.037 
b 91.0 0.158 0.135 

C 55.0 3.198 0.196 

d 744.0 0.b7 O.27 

h7 0.011 0.012 

b 238.0 0.110 0.113 

C 300.0 0.159 0.1S2 

d 48.0 0.88 0.250 

e 536.0 0.312 0.278 

43 a 5.5 0.0b5 0.060 

b 78.0 3.114 0.118 

C 134.0 0.170 0.157 

d 229.0 0.375 0.270 

(continued next page) 

a) Linear correction for catalyst concentration. 
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TJBLE 6 (Cont'd. 

Expt. Exch.Tirne -log10 
( 

1 
= 

-1og 
( 

1 
= 
F) 

54 a 48.0 0.038 3.034 
b 6.0 0.092 3.087 
c 97.') 0.119 J.11O 
d 144.0 0.120 0.129 
e 192.0 0.219 0.2243 

f 238.0 0.212 0.212 

55 a 0.015 0.016 
b 24.0 0.096 0.100 
c 28.0 0.040 0.036 
d 74.0 0.116 0.128 
e 100.0 0.178 0.207 
f 120.0 0.210 0.188 

56 10.0 0.048 3.04.4 

b 33.5 0.176 0.175 
c 49.5 0.203 0.189 
d 98.5 0.408 0.398 

61 24.0 0.051 0.050 
b 74.0 0.135 0.17 
c ia.o 0.268 0.72 
d 164.0 0.311 

63 a 240 3.056 0.052 
b 43.0 0.175 0.165 

72.0 0.260 0.247 
74.0 0.278 0.199 

116.0 0.349 0.308 
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IV. MLTHODS OF CALCULATION 

A. STOPCOCK BOMB IPERIENT8 

The calculations for these experiments vere carried out in a 

manner similar to that previously used by Masters (161p.33-89). 

Briefly, it consisted of determining the rate of exchange between 

successive samoles, correcting it back to the origthal concentra- 

tion conditions, and graphically averaging the r&tes found during 

all of the reaction periods. 

I dl calculations, amounts of reagents used vere convrtecì 

to concentrations using the following molar volumes: 

Temp. 02 soci2 SbCi5 

(°C) (mi/aol) (nil/mol) (a/moi) 

-15.0 43.6 69.7 128 
3.0V' 44.7 70.9 128 

15.0 45.9 7c.2 128 

3.O 46.6 72.9 148 
33.3 47.3 73.5 128 

These molar volumes were computed from densities given in the 

Internation i Critical Tables as followes 

Tamp. 
0a) soci) SÌC15C) 

(°c) (g/mi) (g/ml) (Jm1) 

-15.0 i.h.71 1.706 (2.336) 

0.0 1.435 1.77 (.336) 
15.0 1.397 1.648 (4.336) 

23.0 1.374 1.632 (2.336) 

30.0 1.355 1.61 (2.336) 

a) Actually given as cecific volume (31,p.236) 
b) Given by the equation d= 1.676 - 1.95 X 103t 6.5 X lOt2 

1.17 x lO-8ti (31,p.22) 
o) This is the value for 200C; no other values were found for 

other temperatures (30,p.11l) 



All solution volumes were deternined by assuming the volumes of 

sulfur dioxide, thiony]. chloride and antinony pentachioride to be 

additive. No correction was made for other components present in 

so±ne of the experiments. 

Because the censity at 20°C ws the only one found' for antimony 

pentachioride, it was used for all temperatures. In 1l mxperiments 

antimony pentachioride was a minor contributor to the volume so the 

error resulting fro this approximation is probably less than that 

due to the suotion of additivity of the voluea in the mixtures. 

The complete calculation procedure can best be followed by 

consideration of a specific examn?le. ixperirent 29 originally 

contained 13.0 millimoles of inactive sulfur dioxide, 1.0 muli- 

mole of labeled thionyl chloride and 0.710 millimoles of antimony 

pentachioride. The volume of the solution under these conditions 

was calculated as follows: 

(18.0 minol)(44.7 ml/'uiol)(O.00l mol/mmnol) 0.835 ml 

( 1.3 mninol)(70.9 mnl/moi)(O.00i mol/inmol) - 0.071 ml 
(0.710 mmol)(128 ml/mol)(0.00l mol/inmol) 0,090 in]. 

Total 0.966 ml. 

All other volumes used were calculated siciilarly. The original 

concentrations of reactants in the solution were found to be 

(so2) = 18.0/0.966 a 1.6 uol/l 
(soci2) - 1.0/0.966 . 1.04. molli 
(sbcl5) - 0.710/0.966 = 0.735 mol/i 

Having established the rectant concentrations, the calculation 

of the rate was carried out as illustrated by further consideration 

of exoeriaient 9. Five successive 0.50 aillimole sulfur dioxide 
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saiiplesa) were withdrawn throuh the stopcock at the ti'ies indicated 

in the following ta1ation. The sixth sample reoresents the 

soecific activity of the exchange &olution reminth after the 

removal of (5)(O.50) 2,5 millimoles of sulfur dioxide from the 

bomb, The .ertinent information from Table 4 is retabulated here 

for convenIence. 

SunpIe ExchLnge Time Secific Activity 
(hours) (cpm/mg) 

a 0.0 5.8 
b 47.0 26.3 
c 92.0 36.6 

141.0 1,7.8 
e 180.5 53.5 
f 71.0 

From the atove data, the fractionl exebanie which had occurred 

durin,, eacn of the four excÌnge intervels was computed by ieens of 

the formula (22,p.779) 

F= -Jo (13) 
A00 - 

in which A0 is the specific activity of the sulfur dioxice sample 

withdrawn immediately preceding the exchange interval, A is the 

specfic activity of' the saíwle renoved at the end of this Interval, 

and A00 18 the "infinite exchange" specific activity computed for 

this particu1r interval. The value of A00variect from one intervu]. 

to the next because eacn 0.50 millimole countin sap1e removed 

from the bomb represented a significant loss of radioactivity from 

the exchange solution. 

a) In the two sampling procedures described in section III, the 

vapor samples average reasonably close to 0.5 and 0.6 mliii- 

moles respectively. 



Hence, for the interval etween s&p1es "" and "b": 

A0 = 5.8 cpic/rag 
A 26.3 cpm/mg 

The &Tiount of sulfur contained in senp1e "f" was eq.iivalent to: 

(16.5 milhimoles)(233.4 ni/mi11Lio1e) 3,845 rn of ìaSO4 

The amount of sulfur contained in each of the samples aTM tnrouh 

"e" was: 

(0.5 d.1lirT1o1es)(233.4 ii/iilhimo1e) = 117 m of BaSO4 

The thtal amounts of sulfur and radioactivity present in trie 

solution durinh the interval "a" - "b" were calcu1atei by means 

of the following suiation: 

b (26.3 cp/mg)(ll7 mg) - 3,100 cpm 
C (3.6 cprn/nìg)(117 mg) 4,00 cpm 
d (47.8 cpm/mj(117 mg) 5,600 cpm 
e (53.5 cpumg)(117 mg) 6,300 cpn 
f (71.0 cpm/mg)(3,845 iig) 273,300 cpm 

Totals: 4,313 ing 293,100 cpm , 

so that A for this particul& r interval was: 

A00= 293l00 cm 67.8 cpu/mg 
4314 rag 

The fractional exchange Ca1CU18tCt) by e:uation (13) was: 

F 26.3 - 5.8 0.331 
b7.8 - 5.8 

Further calcu1tion reruired a knowledge of the component 

concentrations which were coniputed according to the procedure 

given at the beginning of this section. Usina the values given 

there, the volume of the solution durink this intervr1 was 

ca1culted to be 0.944 ml. The amount of sulfur exchanged 

uurin this interval was cor?uted means of the following 
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equation (16,p.36): 
- (s32) (soci2) Rcxt - _____________ 

(S02) + (Soci2) 
X 1og10(1-F) (14) 

_2.3(17.5/'0.91.'0.9) x 1og10(1-O.331) 
(17.5/0.944) + (1.0/0.914) 

- 0,404 moles/liter 

Since a sample hd been withdrawû prior to the interval, th. 

amount cf exchange observed differb slightly from that which would 

have been found under the origin&1 conditions of the solution je. 

13.0 millimoles of sulfur dioxide and a volume of 3.96 ml. The 

correction back to the ori$nJ. conditions depenced on the observed 

rate 1w which In turn could not be determined until the calcula- 

tions ere made. To avoid this di1eins it was necessary to assume 

rate law and make the calculations on trie baats of this assump- 

tion. because the correction wa a snafl one, this procerure was 

dood enough to establish the true rate law which could then be 

used to make a more refined correction. 

The first correction was ;ae on the suxaption that the rete 

law was 

hate = (02) (SOCi2) (Std5) . (15) 

The procedure, in this case, ws identicil with that used by 

Mgtexs (l6,p.36) . The results of this first calculation indicated 

that the data more nearly fit a rate law of the fo 

hate = k(S02)(SOC12'SbC15) (16) 

(S0c125bC15) 
K ____________ - 1.5 (17) 

(502) (3dc12) 

Proceeding with the example, the concentration of the complex 
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SOC12SbC15 was now calculated for the original solutIon, and for 

this exchanae interl, ueiu equation (17). The value fou.nd for 

the original conditions was 0.368 moles/liter and for the actual 

exchsnge solution O.3O moles/liter. Using these values together 

with the concentrations of the suJ.fur dioxide, trie corrected 

amount of exchange was found to be 

(18.0/0.966) (0.3681 Rxtt = (0.404) X (175/J-) (0.380) 

0.393 moles/liter 

The corrected total exchange since zero time, Rxt, was therefore 

Rxt = 0.393 moles/liter at t 47.0 hours. 

This result together with that for the other three Intervals is 

tabulited in Table 4. 

Calculations for the other intervals nroceeded similarly. 

During the interval "b - 

A0 26.3 cprn/mg 

A 36.6 cpm/mg 

The totel amounts of sulfur and radioactivity present were 

C (36.6 cprn/ing)(117 inh) 4,800 cpm 
d (47.3 cpi./mg)(ll7 mg) 5,600 cpzn 

e (53.5 cpm/mg)(117 mg) 6,300 cpm 

f (71.0 cpm/rng) (3,845 mg) 273,300 cpm 

Totals: 4,196 ing 290,000 cpin 

A = ¿9000 = 68.9 cpm/mg 
4,196 

F 36.62O.3042 
68.9 - 26.3 

The volume of the solution durin, Uils interval was calculated to 

be 0.921 ml. 



Rxât = _23(17.0/0.91)(10'0.921) X 1og10(1 - 0.242) 
UL7.O/0921) +(1.o/o.9a1) 

= O.23 !noles/liter 

The concentration of SOC12SbC15 ciurin; this interval was 0.395 

moles/liter. 

(13.o/3.966j (o.3)_ 1xt (2:3) x 
(17.0/3.921) (o.95) 

0.266 moles/liter 

This va1e of Rx At was &dded to that for the preceding intea1 

to get the total exchange since zero time: 

Rxt 0.659 moles/liter at t 92.0 hours. 

Repetition of this procedure for the other intervals gave values 

of the total exchange at the end of each of the four intervals. 

These values are sumr'arized here from Table 4. 

Sample Exchange Ti!ne Rxt 
(hours) (rnol/1) 

a 00.0 0.000 
b 47.0 0.393 
c 92,0 0.659 
d 141.0 1.054 
e 160.0 1.335 
f 00 -- 

These values of Rxt were then plotted 1near1y versus t, the 

exchne time. The plot for experiment 29 is shown in Figure 5. 

The origin is considered to be a fifth point since the value 

Rxt = O corresponcis to the measured specific activity of sample a. 

The slooe of the best strait line drawi visually through the 

points was assumed to be the best value of R, the sulfur exchange 

rate for a solution of the initial boub co:iposition. Hence for 

this exoeriment (i.3 millimoles of sulfur dioxice, 1.0 'flhiino1ea 
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of thionyl chloride, and 0.710 millimoles of antimony pentachioride), 

we obtain the rate: 

0.00746 mole/i-hr. 

Although the best value for K of equation (17) was ultimately 

found to be 0. rather than 1.5, it was riot necessary to recalculate 

the results since the correction depended only on the ratio of the 

concentration of S0C12StC15 during a ven interval to ìts 

original concentration. This ratio of concentrations did not 

change aporeciably with the change of ecullibritan constant. 

In those mixed catalyst experiments where tetrametrlainmnonium 

chloride was present in excess of the antinony pentachioride or 

aluminum chloride, it vas assumed that this .alt was the catalyst 

and the correction then 'nade according to the procedure of 

Mastera (16,p.86), since the reaction in this case follows a 

third order rete law, 

B. BrELK-TIP BOMB EXPERIt4LNTS 

In these experiments thion:1 chloriue was present in larger 

quantities than the sulfur dioxide; the labeled component in each 

case was sulfur dioxide. The rate of exch'.ne was determined by 

aeasuring the rate of appearance of activity in the thionyl 

chloride. As described in section III,B,2, the mixture was 

separated into three S1pìes, two of which were analysed for 

radioactivity. From an exchane solution originally composed of 

M miflimolee of total shifir (502 + Soci2) , the following two 
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counting samples were obtained: 

(1) 1.0 inilhimole of pure thiony.L ckloride, of 

specific activity represented by ASOC12, £nd 

(2) the re2mining (M - 1) milhimoles of exchange 

solution of specific activity represented by 

AEXOh Soin. 

A, the thionyl chloride specific activity to be expected after 

"infinite exchnge", was calculated by neans of the ecuation 

A00 = + kE(AExch.Soln.) 

This value of A00, together with Ai2, was then used to 

calculate F, the fractional exchnde that had occurred, with the 

aid of the following formula (22,p.779) 

F ASQC12 

A00 

Each F thus calculated provided one point on a plot of 1og10(l-F) 

versus time. Consider as a specfic example, experiment 43: 

For bomb "a" 

(s"D2) 10.0 inihliinoles 

(soci2) = 0.25 nihliraoles 

(sci5) = 0.511 rn.thlirnoles 

M 10.0 milluinoles SOCi2 + 0.25 rnihlrnols SO 

= 10.25 !nihlirnoles 

Aci. 1.4 cprn/iug 

120 cpri/mg 

A00 - (l.4)+ 9.5(l2J) = no cpn/mg 
10.4 1O.5 

F 
= 

0.167 

The values for F for the other combs were cdculated similarly 

and a plot of 1og13(1-F) versus tiiie made as shown in Figure 6. 
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Lxtrepolation to t O of the best strtight line drawn visually 

throug±t the oothts gave a value of F°, the aparextt zero tire 

excbRnge, in this case 0.103, as shown in co1unn 11 of T&te 5. 

Since the ctaiyst concetitration varied somewhat from bomb 

to bomb, this graph could not be used directly to etenuine the 

rate. It was necessary to make an &ssumption about the dependence 

of the rate on catalyst concentr.tion anü then correct all the 

values to sorne common concentration. Tue assumption :uade at this 

point could only be justified posteriori on the basis of the 

final results. 

It was assumed that the rate varied as the first power of 

the catalyst concentr&tion over the small range of concentrations 

involved. The appropriate expression for the rate when there is 

an apparent zero time exchnge is 
(S32) (soci2) _______ Rt -'SO2)+(G12) loio1) (28,p.17) (1g) 

where F and F0 are determined as deacribeci above. Since the 

logarithmic term is the only part of t::e right hand side of the 

equation which is affected by the catalyst concentration, it can 

be corrected linearl:, to some constant concentration according 

to the above assumption about the rate ciependence on catalyst 

concentration. Coluan 6 in Table 5 gIves the catalyst concentra- 

tion&) to wiiich an bombs in any given expriìent are corrected. 

a) The quantities actually shown in colur 6 are axaounts rather 
than concentrtions, but the distinction is unimportant 
since the solution volumes were substantially constant 
within a iven set of bombs. 



Column 4 in Table 6 ives the value of _lol1) after it has 
been corrected to this conrnon concentration. 

Comoleting our exaip1e, it has been found for bomb a" that 

F 0.167 and F° 0.100. Putttn, these valuee into the 1og&ritkic 

exoression, one gets -10 0.033. The *mount of catalyst 
(1-F°) 

present in this LOLib w.s 0.511 mi11ino1es and the amount to which 

it is to t.e correcteo is 3.500 rni11irio1e. The corrected velue, 

then, becomes 

0.033 x 3.500 
- o 32 

0.511 - 

This value is reported in colunn 4 of Tabie 6. llavtn conp1eted 

sinii1r c1cu1ations for all bouibs in a given experiment, the 

function 1010L1-L plotted against t, te exciicnge 
(1_Fo) corr 

time, ana the siepe ued to detemine the rate. This type of plot 

is iflustrated for experiment 47 in Figure 7. Using a volume of 

0.795 m:1 celculited es in section IV,i, the rate is found from 

the equation 

hate : (S02)(S0C12) slope 
(So2) + (S0C1) 

_ (o.25/o.79)(1o.o/c.795) .245 
(o.25/o.795)+(lo.o/o.795) 

X ..3 x 
oo 

= 0.000216 mol/l-hr 

C. LEAST S,UARES CALCULATIONS 

As discussed in section V, the iiethod of least squares was 

uaed in two csses to eveluete certain constants. Since the two 

roceures differ in detail, they will be discussed seprate1y. 
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In the first case the prob1e vas to find the best v.1ues of 

two constants, k and K, so .LS to fit the data froni a series of 

experiments to the equations 

R = k.a'x (19) 

(b-x) te-x) - K (20) 

where Ft is the rate 
K is the bimolecular rate constant 
X is the concentration of the complex S0C12'S1C15 

present ¿t ecui1ibrium 
a is the concentration of sulfur dioxide put into 

the solution 
b is the concentration of thionyl chloride put into 

the solution and hence b-x is the concentration 
present .t equilibrium 

e is the concentrstion of antimony penthehioride put 
into the solution and hence c-x Is the concentr8tion 
at eçuilibrium 

K is the ecuïlihriu.tn constant (aesociction constant) 

E1icìinating x between the two equations (19) anó (20) gives 

_ , 1(Kb + Ke + 1) ± I(Kb 4- Kc + 1) -j2bc1 (21) 
2K J 

Analytical application of the least squares method to this ecuation 

in an attempt to ev1umte and K 1mds to expressions which re 

extremely timne consuming to evaluate. For this reason a sirp1er, 

but for our purposes perfectly adequate, 5raphic&.1 method was used. 

Consider each experiment as yie1in. an ecuation 

R kajxj 4- £j ( 22) 

ana1o:ous to ecuation (19) imut containinj the error term E. This 

equation contiins the vb.lues of b, e, and K i::iplicitly and the 

error ter.iì represents the aeviation of the oi:served rate from a 

value oreuicted by any particular choice of and K, the choice 
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beinb ¿irected tow&rc obt.inin the best fit" v1uee on the basis 

of all the expriaents. The icie& of the least squares method is 

to find those values of k and K which tiniirLize thc uynmation of 

the squares of this error tern. In the resert case, assuaing the 

percentage error in R to be a constant, a weight factor 1/Ftj 

must be used 80 .S to iiïke all the tertns uf the suiation of the 

sene order of magnitude (S4,p.217-.219). Finally then we have 

E(Ej/Ri)2 (l/Rj)2(Rj kaxj) (23) 

and we wish to ainiiiize this sumìiatlon with respect to k arte K. 

In princiole this can be clone by the iethous of differenti.l 

calculus after introducing b, e, and K explicitly aa in equation 

(21) but, as previously aentioned, thie leads to difficulties in 

calculation. The Drocedure actually used vas to choose soie value 

of K and calculate the x1's uain equation (20). 'with these 

values the surnnation vas evaluated for a series of k's nà the 

minimum est&blished mph1cally for this 'rttcular K. Repeating 

this orocedure for a series of K' s, it was possible to establIsh 

the ininiiaum value of the sumnation ce a function of both k and K. 

a specific xaple cousider tne evalution of the constants 

for cil experiments using antimony tentachloride catalyst t 0°C. 

The values of (E1/R)2 for various values of k and K are given 

in Teble 7. 
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TABLE 7 

AS A FUNCTION OF THE RATE AND EUILIBRIUÌ4 
CONSTANTS AT 0.0°C 

x lO3 

0.6 1.430 1.098 0.945 0.973 
0.7 1.118 0.904 0.886 1.369 
3.8 1.183 0.818 0.83]. 1.005 

1.O.4 3.9 0.935 
1.3 0.921. 0.932 1.147 

3y plotting versu.s t, e vt1ue of uin ws 

found for ech vcd.ue of 1. £hese ininimw v1ue were then plutted 

vei'us ! to ostablish the overaJi. üiiniriu.0 for (/)2. 
ThIE graph 

is shown in Figure 8b froxa which it determined tnat the beat 

value for wcs 0.8 1/mol. Lcoking btc. at Yigure a, it w&s fund 

tht, for 1( = 3.8, the best value for k waa 1.48 z 1O 1/mol-hr. 

Th 1est squares etho was used a second tiue to estimate 

the temperature ctependence of the equilibrium cor4stant K. The 

equation to be used in this case wae 

1og1K a/T +b (24) 

where K is the ecuiljbrjui constant 
T is the absolute temperature 
a and b are arbitrary constants 

As can be seen in Figure 28, when 1og1 is plotted versus 1/T 

the points scttcr enough to OEae it ifficu1t vi3ually to draw 

the best straight line t1ìrouki thea. Frtàer ccmç1ictioc arises 

i'rom the fcCt Xht these v1ues of K are average or "be!t fit" 
values, each deternlned from a series of xperirnents. 've must, 

therefore, give greater weight to those vdLec baced en the 
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lirger number of experiments. This requirement makes visual 

estimation even uore difficult. Considering the variables aa 

log10K and l/T, equation (24) is linear in form and veil known 

least squ&re fonnul&e can be applied if the appropriate weight 

factor is used. 

Assuming the anticipated percentage error of .n individual 

determination of K to be constant, and that these errors are 

"normliy distributed, one can write 

KK0± (25) 
y n-1 

where t is the average vaiae of the equilibrium constant 
deter'ined frori several experLnents at a given 
temperature 

K0 ii the true value of the equilibrium constant 
at that temperature 

e is a constant such that cK0 is the standard 
deviation of a single determination of K 

n is the number of expriiLents used to ev1uate 
K at that temperature 

The term is the standard deviation of K. It is necessary to ír 
use (n-l) in this case rather than n since, for any diven set of 

experiments, we have evaluated not only K but also the other 

constant k. 

But since logK, rather than K itself, is the variable 

containing the error in equation (24), the weight factor taust be 

chosen with reference to the dispersion of log1K. While equation 

(25) shows how the dispersion of K depends on n, the number of 

experiments, tte aependence on n of the dispersion of log10K s 

not at all obvious. To arrive at an estimate of this dispersion 

in terna of n, an approximation will be used. 



Rewriting (25) as 

KK0(1± (26) 

and t&king logarithms of both siäes results in 

1ogrc = logj.0K0 + ioj. (. ± (27) 

9ow, since the errors in K &re assumed to be "riormally distributed, 

certainly the errors in log10K will not be so ulstrthited, and hence 

log10 (î ± is not the standard deviation of logj.0K. It is a 

!1ea3ure of the dispersion, but not a very useful one. To put it in 

a nore usable form, it cn be expanded in series an el]. but the 

first term discarded. 

+ c\...+ c c2 2.303log10 (i 

- srr 2(n-l) 

(28) 

On the basis of this ip?roxi.1iation, which is fairly good 

provided is small, equation (27) ay now be written as 
v:i 
log10K ' 1og1K0 ± (c 

303) 
(27e) 

In brief, tnis development shows that, if K hs a standard devia- 

tion of 
1Ei' 

the standard devistion of 1og1K can be apzroximated 

by 
C 

provided the errors are not too large. On the basis of 

this approximation, tne weight factor to be used is (4,p.218). 
C' 

Putting this factor lato the sthndard le&st squares equations for 

the linear case as olied to ecution (24) gives 

c' 
10gj.0K1 - a 

(nj-1) 1 (n-l) 

>11 
(nj-i) ______ 

C'2 T c2 
(29) 

___ 
b 

(nj-1) log1K 
a 

2 T1 

_______ (nj-i) i 
b ! 

Ct4 Tj 
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where the u.iunattons cre to he carriä out over values for different 

temperatu.re8. C1e&'1y e'2 cn ce ceeiled froni both eqntiona 

ivin 

(nj-i) log1Cj - a t(ni-l) (n1-i) = O (29a) - 
Tj 

> (nj-i) 
log10Kj 

(nj-1) I - b E(nj_I) 1 0 (30a) 
T1 T Tj 

These are the equations finally used to establish the "best fit" 

straight line shown in Figure 28. 



V. RESULTS 

À. MI)OED CATALYSTS 
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1. Lxerinients with atluxninum Ch1oriie and Tetramethy1amonitwi 

Chloride. The result$ of five experiments, in which mixtures of 

these two compounds were used s catalysts, are summarized in 

Table 8. All quantities of reactants have been converted to 

concentrations by assuming the volunes of pure sulfur dioxide and 

thiony]. chloride to be additive in the mixed solution end using 

densities given in section IV,A. No correction to the volume was 

rn&ie for the other components present. In coJ.un 5 values are 

given for the rete which would htve been :xpected had no £lurninum 

chloride been added. These values were calculated on the basis 

of a third order rate law and a ter ulecular rate constant of 

6.25xlO 12/mola2-hr as re:orted by Mesters and Norris (17,p. 

1348). 

TARLE 8 

PADIOSU1FUR EXCHANGE RATES IN THE PRESENCE OF 
ALUMINUM CIORIDE AND TETA'ETHYLLMMONIUM ChLORIDE 

S02 20.6 moles/liter 
Soci2 1.14 moles/liter 
Temp. 0.0°C 

xpt. (CH3)LNC1 A1C13 

(mols/l) (riols/l) 

1 0.112 0.053 
2 0.081 0.079 
3 0.050 0.04]. 

4 0.111 0.062 
5 0.048 3.108 

Rate Observed x 102 

(mole/i-br) 

7 00 
O c0 

o .52 

22 O 
0.028 

Rate Expected i iO2 
(mo1/l-hr) 

16.5 
11.9 
7.3 

lu. 2 
7.3 

a) 'iate .xpected" is the rate to be expected if no aluminum 
chloride had been added ( see text). 



Ç.uantit.ative interpretation of these resUJ.ts is difficult due 

to the sn1E11 number of experthenta and the apparent uncertties of 

the results. In all cases but one trie presence of 1urn1nuni chioricie 

hs n inhibiting action on the catalysis by tetr&ethy1axnoniu 

ch.lorice; in fact, whezi the concentration of aluminum chloride i 

greater than that of tetramethylarnmonium chloride, the observed 

rate is extremely saa11, comparable in m-itude to that found 

rien aluminum chloride alone is used as catalyst. In view of the 

other results, the observations of experirient 4 appe&r to be 

erroneous, since the observed rate is even higher than that to be 

expected in trie absence of aluminum chloride. 

The apperance of a precipitate in three experiments (Nos. i, 

3 and 4) casts a cert&in cloud over theEe data. It might, for 

example, be suggested that the anomolously high rate in experiment 

4 is to be associated with this precipitate, were it not for the 

fact that in experiments i and 3, where a precipitate also appeared, 

no such effect is observed, the rates being, if anthng, lower 

than expected. While any explination of the precipitate must be 

considered tentative, it seeius liely that a small amount of 

aluminum chloriae was hyro1yzed, water from the glass, to 

form hycirogen chloriue, both of these compounds being inactive 

toward the exchange reaction. The validity of such an interpreta- 

tion rests on the assumption that the amount of aluminum chloride 

hydrolyzed is small comparec'. to the totl amount used. In any case 

it is tentatively assumed that the presence of this precipitate 
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aoes not vitiate the results. Its presence cid, however, <ìiacouraL, 

sore deti1ed experiientation in this 3ystem. 

Looking ahear to the interpretation of these rcsi1ts, whicri ts 

covered in section VI, the most likely explan&.tion for the observa- 

tions is thct a ch1oroa1uu1nate complex is formed which is not 

itself catelytically active. Since a1umInw! is knon to exhibit 

coordination nuniber of four anc six, it is of' interest to consider 

the nerts of these two posibi1ities on the besi of the reported 

results. In experi:'c-nt 1, 2, azid 3 where the concentration of 

aluminum chloride varies from about half to almost equa]. that of 

tetramethylamionium chloride, there appears to be some catalysia 

due to the "basic" chloriae. This suggests t1ut the aluminum 

chloride reacts with one chloride to form the tetrachloroelumlnate 

ion. If a hexachloro-com1ex were being formed, the rate should 

have been reduced to a very &aa.11 value vhen the ali.uninu.r chloride 

concentration was anything greater than one-third that of tetra- 

inethylammoniuiu chlorid e. 

2. Exoerinents with tvdroen Chloride and Tetrametiiylaimnonium 

Chioricie. Two experiments were carried out in which hydrogen 

chloride ws added to the excùnLe mixture together with tetra- 

methylammonium chloride. The resulta aro summarized in Tahle 9. 

Again the values in column S are for the rate expected if ito 

hydrogen chlorice had been a&ied to tke solution. Concentrtiona 

bere calcul&ted as in section IV,A, assuming additivity of the 



volumes of sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride. 

TABLE 9 

RADIOSULFUR EXCHANGE IL(TFS IN THE PRESENCE OF 
HYDROGEN CHLORIDE AND TETRJM'ThYL!*IONIU}4 CHLORIDE 

20.6 moles/liter 
SOCi2 1.14 ioles/liter 
Temp. O.00C 

Expt. (C113)4NC1 HC1 Rate Observed x io2 nate :xpectea x iO2 

(mais/i) (moi/i) (ruols/i-hr) (mols/1-hr) 

6 0.105 0.095 12.3 15.7 
7 0.107 0.274 13.9 15.9 

a) "R&te xpectedw is the r.te to be expected if no hydro,,en 
chloride h..d been added, 

Experiment 6, which was completed first, suggested thit hydrogen 

chloride nìi;iìt exhtbit a sli,ht inhib1tin effect on the "basic 

chloride but the deviation froni the xpected" rte ws not out- 

side the limits of possible experiaent1 error. A !uch 1rger 

anount of hydrogen chloride was used in xperiient 7 while the 

other concetrtLons remained about the same. In this cese an 

even sta11er apparent inhibition was observed. As frientioned in 

section III,A,2, appreciable unounts of hydrogen chlorice mcy htve 

been removed from the solution wtth the sulfur dioxide counting 

sanpies, but erioubh certainly as left to show observable eia- 

tians in the rate if it had ny strond effect. Apparent1r, then, 

the deviations from the "expected" v1ue represent experient&1 

error and hydrogen chloride exerts no influence on the catalytic 

activity of tetrametiylammoniun chloride. 



3, xperiments d.th Hydro'en Chloride and Anti.ìory 

Pentachloride. A single experiment was performed at 0°C in which 

a :nixture of hydrogen chloride and antimony pentch1oride was 

added to the exchange solution. The concentrations of reactants 

in the solution were 

Exerirnent 3 

S0 19.5 1101/1 

SOC]. 1.08 molli 
hCl 0.58 mol,11 Sl5 0.423 xaol/1 

The rate ooserveci in this cise was 6.25 x 103 rnol/l-hr as compared 

with 5.2 X 103 moi/i-iir expected if no hydrogen chiorice hd been 

added. This expected value was calculated using an equilibrium 

constant of 0.3 anu a rate constant of l.4m3 x iû3 1/mol-hr e 

found in section V,,2. Xne que3tion of oossib1 loss of kiydrogen 

chloride during the aiupling .roceaure, referred to in tile -reced- 

ir section, also arises here. The aamae consiuerations as before 

apply and it seens un1iiely that sufficient loss occurred for any 

effect to have been com2letely obscured. Tne deviation f the 

observed from rie ¿xpected rate is within the experimental error, 

nd hence one coxcludes that hyaroen chloride has no effect on 

t,re cati1y-tic activity of antimony pentachloride. 

h. xperinents with kntiaiony Pentachioride and Tetra- 

methylamraonium Chloriie. Because the catalytic behavior of ntimony 

pentachioride ano tetraniethylammonium chloride individually h& been 

studied rather extensively, either in this ork or previously, it 
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was of interest to make a aore deti1ed investigation of the 

effects of mixtures of thes two components thezi had been one 

with the other .ixture. The results of this study are iven in 

Table 10. Concentrations hhve been calculated as odtlined in 

section IV,A, assumin volumes of sulfur dioxide, th.iony]. chloride 

and antimony entacialorice to be additive, In column 6 are listed 

the absolute magnitudes of the differences in concentration 

between the two catalytic components. Column gives the rate to 

be expected if no antimony pentachioride had been added. 

In order to establish how mixing these two catalysts affects 

the rate of the exchange reaction, the ratio of the rate observed 

to that expected if no antimony pentachioride had been added, has 

been plotted in Figure 9 versus the ole ratio of antimony penta- 

chloride to tetramethylammonium chloride. The expected rate was 

calculated on the basis of the work of :íasters and Norris (17, 

p.1348), assuming tetraethy1ainmonium chloriìe to be the catalyst. 

This graph clearly shows that the basic catalysis is strongly 

inhibited by the addition of antimony pentachioride, reachina a 

min1mum at a 1:1 mole rtio. beyond this ratio, as the co.'centra- 

tion of antimony pentachioride increases, the r&te rutio increases 

again bat mich more slowly than it had decreased up to this point. 

On the basis of these results together with those for the catalysts 

individually, it appears that the antimony pentachlorice reacts 

with tetramethylamnionium chloride to form the hexachloroantL'aonate 

salt which is itself catalytically inactive. In othcr words, for 



TABLE 10 

BADIOSULFiJR EXCHANGE BATES IN THE FHES124CE OF 
¡JiiIr4ONY PTACHLORItE AND TETRAMETHYLANMON ITJM C FILOFOEDE 

Rate ohs. Rate exp. 
Expt. 02 SÚC1 (Cll3)4itC1 SÒC15 l(13)'4.1 _ StCl5I X 1O X iO 

(raols/1) (nìols/i) (mois/i) (rßols/1) (nìoiß/i) (mols,11-hr) (ois/1-hr) 

9 20.3 1.13 0.115 0.101 0.014 14.6 165 
10 20.5 1.14 0.106 0.033 0.073 136 155 
11 20.5 1.14 3.113 O.Oh.]. 0.077 l3. 172 
12 20.6 1.1. 0.069 0.021 0.048 62 101 
13 20.5 1.14 0.068 3.032 0.036 66 99 
1/. 20.6 1.14 0.134 0.01 0.086 10h. 153 
15 20.3 1.13 0.086 0.115 O.O9 0.50 123 
16 20.3 1.13 0.086 0.089 0.003 0.80 123 
17 23.5 1.14 0.086 0.039 O.0h7 h9 126 
18 20.0 1.11 0.085 O.O7 0.122 2.11 11 
19 18.9 1.05 0.030 0.632 0.552 7.73 99 
20 19.7 1.13 0.083 0.327 0.244 4.03 112 
21 20. 1.13 0.O9 0.036 0.006 10.2 13. 
22 20.4 1.13 0.O9 0.079 0.013 18.4 133 
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a iuole ratio less then one, the catalyst is the excess tetraethy1- 

ammonium chloride and for a mole ratio greater than one, excess 

ant1nony pentachioride is the catalyst. Further tests of this 

hypothesis are provided by Figures 10, 11 and 12. 

One set of points in Figure 13 represents a plot of the 

logarithm of the rate versus the logarithe of the concentration 

of "excess" tetramethylwnmonium chloride, i.e. the concentration 

of tetrernethylainmonium chloride minus the concentration of antimony 

centachioride. The other set of points represents, for the same 

experiments, a plot of the logarithm of the rate versus the 

logarithm of the total tetramethylammonium chloride concentration. 

The solid line how the rete to be expected for a given concentra- 

tion of tetranithylammonium chloride based on the results of astera 

and Norris in the absence of antimony pentachioride. This graph 

indicates that, not only is the "xeess" tetrasaethylamrnoniuni 

chloride the catalyst in this system, but that this excess behaves 

here in a :nenner identical with that of the "basic" chloride by 

i teeif, 

Figure 11 is simi1r to Figure 10 except that it is for the 

experiments in which the antimony entachioride concentration was 

greater than that of tetramethylammonium chloride. Furthermore, 

the concentrations of a thionyl chloride-antimony pentachioride 

coraplex (see section V,b,2) based on either excess or total 

antimony pentachloride, are plotted on the absci8sa rather than 

the concentration of antimony pentachioride itself. ihe rate 
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plotted a1on the ordinate was divided by the sulfur dioxide 

concentration so that this graph is entirely analogous to Figure 

23 of section V,B,2. The solid line, representing the expected 

rate for any given concentration of cornplex, was also based on 

the results of section V,b,2 in which antimony pent.achloride by 

itself wa.s used as catalyst. 

The points for experiment 16, which have been indicated on 

the raph by the number 16, render the interpretation of this 

plot souewhat less clear-cut than that for Fiure 10, t it should 

be reneiubered that in experiment 16 the concentrations of antimony 

pentachioride and tetrethylumion1un chloride were very nearly 

e'ual. Due to uncertainty in the analysis for antimony, which 

determined the concentration of antimony pentach1orde, it may 

very well have been that there as a slight excess of tetramethyl- 

riimoni.ita chloride in the solution rather than the 'XCC3S of antimony 

pentachioride suggested by the analysis. Since the "basic" chloride 

has a much higher catalytic activity for a given concentration, this 

woul result in a larger rate such as that actually found. Another 

possible explanation is that the concentrations determined are 

correct but the coriplex hexach.loroantìmonate is sufficiently 

dissociated, uncer thea concitions, to yield enough free chloride 

to account for the hih rate. 

With these two possibilities in mind, it is permissible 

tentatively to ignore .xperiuient 16 and examine the resulta of 

the other experiments. Although there is a sa1l positive 



deviation of the potht from thc xpacted rate, the asswnption that 

trie "excess" ati.iiony pentcxi.Loride is the 8t&LySt greea quite 

well with the results for antimony pentachioride by itself. On the 

other he.ud, any nypotnesia that tne total antbiiony pentaciiloide is 
the catalyst gives no such greeiaent nd appears unacceptable. 

Further confirmation of this general pictue is given by 
Figure 12. In this case the logaritÌm f the ratio of the observed 

r te to that xpected if no tetrametFlaaricniuin chloride had been 

added is clotted against the logarithri of the rat&o of the concentra- 

tion -)f 'excess" antimony pantachioride to tbít of total antimony 

pentachioride. If no inhibit,ion had occurred the rate ratio should 

be one, indepenrent of the concentration ratio. For a 1:1 nhibi- 

tion, the points shou.l a1l alon tite solid line, ass'rain that 

the "excess belwves the sa'e as antimony pentachioride by itself 
as Liscu5ecì In section V,13,2. The results clearly aeree better 

with this 3econd alternative although, as In Fiure 11, there is 

a positive devistion fron the expected valu 3. This deviation is 
apparently due to some systernatic error for which there is, at 

present, no ready explanation. 

The results of these experiments seem clearl to demonstrate 

the fo'mation in the solutIons of a 1:1 complex br?tween antimony 

pentachioride and tetrmetbylamonium chloride, the excess of 

either reactant then acting as a catalyst to the sanie degree as 

If it were present alone. 
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B. CID CATALYSTS 

1. Experiments with A1uinum Chloride. In an effort to 

extend the wori of i1&ster an Norris, a sin4e experiment was 

performed ucirig aluminum chloride &s catalyst. The conditions of 

the experiment were as followss 

Experiment 3 

Temp. 0.0°C 
2Q.o inol/i. 

SOCÌ2 = 1.lh. molli 
AlCi3 0.o17 ioi/l 

Concentrations were calculated as outlined in section IV,A. Tb. 

rate found was 4. 5 x iû4 iiolø/l-hr. IliLs coiiipares with a value 

of 5.2 x 104 mois,'i-iir found by Mastera nd N3rris uain twice 

¿iS iiuch thionyl chloride 'cit fairly cocaparable anounts of the 

3ther r3actant, It might also be conipared îjth a -mlue f about 

' X io-3 iols/l-hr to be expected under coip&rab1e conditione 

with ±ntimony pentacùloride as catalyst. Although the catalytic 

effect eppeers to be a real one, it is certainly much smaller 

than that of antimony penta chloride. 

2. !xperlments with antimony Pentschioride. Since a fairly 

complete dnetic study had been made using "basjc" chlorides as 

catalysts for the exchange reaction, lt was of sorne Interest to 

ake a similar study with at least one acid chloride. At. first 
it ves hoped timt aluminum chloride might be used, but the dif- 

ficulty of handling it in a vacuum system together with the very 

slow rate observd with this interi1 made its use appear uninviting. 



Prelirthiary experiments with antimony pentachioride indicated that 

lt could be handled ìore convenIently in vacuo and furthermore that 

it yielded ecchane rates at least an order of nìanitude larger 

than those observed vith aluminwa chloride. For this reason a 

rather cxteisve study was made of the catl tic beha1ior of 

athiiory pentachioride. The results are suiaiaried in Tble U. 
The aounts of &ll reagents used have been converted to concentra- 

tions as described in section IV,A b &s.uxiiing the liquid voltunee 

of dure suifur dioxide, thionyl chloride ana antimcn' ientachloride 

to be addItive in thee iixtures. 

In order to find the rate law which best fits the data, 

consider uirt those experiments in which the eoncentrtioxi of 

sulfur dioxie is treater than that of thionyl chloride. In 

Table 12 pertinent information is susimsrized for a series of 

experiments In which the concentration of ntinoni pentachioricie 

was veried idely xt the concentrLtions of other coxiponents was 

kept nearly constant. Figure 13 is a graphics.]. illustrstion of 

thebe results ifl which the rate has been plotteci versus the 

concentration of aztiinon pnt.aehloriLe asfl log-log coorainates. 

If Uie r&te depends on some constant power of the catalyst con- 

centration, such a graph should give a. straight line with slope 

eçual to the power of the cetalyst aeperaience. 'Ihe results in 

this case fit a straight line with slope somewhat less than one, 

the slope of the dotted line. However the concentrations of 

sulfur dioxioe and thionyl chioriae decrease slightly as antiuiony 
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ijii 

1WiIOSULFUR EXCHA1GE RkTES IN THE PRE.3ENCE 0F 
ANT 1140NY PENT.AC}ALORIDE 

Expt. Temp. SO2 SOCi2 StC15 Rìte x io 

(OC) (rnols/1) (niols,/1) (mols/1) (inoic/i-hr) 

a4 0.0 20.5 1.14 0.027 0.45 
25 0.0 O.4 1.lh. 0.052 
26 0.0 ¿0.j 1.13 0.100 1.33 
£7 0.0 20. 1.1 0.L6 1.40 
8 0.0 20.4 1.]j 0.O73 1.00 

£9 3.0 18.6 1.04 .735 7.46 
30 0.0 19.0 1.90 0.139 .86 
31 0.0 0.2 0.562 0.553 3.60 
3: 0.0 40.5 1.14 0.018 .33 
33 0.0 16.2 3.4 0,359 10.7 
34 0.0 19.4 3.539 0.7.3 .21 

35 0.0 12.0 5.99 D.310 7,75 
36 0.0 1O.t 6.34 0.619 3.60 
37 0.0 10.7 6.44 0.497 .1O 
3a 0.0 1.3 1.0 0.356 9.86 
_9 0.0 ld.7 1.04 O.70 3.13 
40 0.0 13.5 0.726 2.a5 8.18 
4.1 0.0 L.0 2.40 2.29 24.5 
4» 0.0 11.3 .51 2.4 O.3 
43 0.0 0.314 i.6 0.629 
44 3.0 o.6o 1.4 0.Ó0 0.460 
45 0.0 0.539 11.8 1.18 0.942 
46 0.0 ¿.8e 11.3 0.564 1.68 
47 0.0 :.4i .O4 O.432 4.91 
48 0.0 0.513 13.3 2.05 1.3 
49 -15.0 0.9 1.lo .O51 0.16 
50 -15.0 ¿0.5 1.14 O.14 0.77 
51 -15.0 19.7 1.10 0.497 1,55 
52 15.0 19.9 1.1]. 3.31 14.4 
53 15.0 19.3 1.07 0.84 9,7]. 

54 15.0 0.618 1d.L 0.618 1.37 
55 15.0 3.57 11.5 1.15 .2O 
56 15.0 0.500 10.0 ¿.00 4.40 
57 43.0 19.j 1.07 0.494 ¿8.6 
58 3.0 1.3 5.47 U.17 40. 
59 23.0 12.4 4.94 0,49: 34,4 
60 ¿3.0 1.3 4.9U 3.561 
61 ¿3.0 0.b13 1.3 0.613 2.10 

30.0 18.5 1.03 0.334 h5.7 
63 30.0 3.638 0.608 371 
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pentachioride increases, stnce the catslyst makes a small contribu- 

tion to the o1ut1on volume. If, a is likely, the rete depenc:a on 

any positive power of either the sulfur dioxice or thiony]. chloride 

concentration or both, then correction for the chne of concentra- 

tion will tend to increase the slope of the line sliLhtly. s a 

first aporoximation, then, it can be assuued that tne rite Vc ries 

as the first power of the antimony pentachioride concentration in 

excess sulfur dioxide. 

TLLLE 12 

VARiATION 0F CATALYST C0NCiTRLTI0N IN 
EXCESS SULFUR DIOXIDE S0LJTI0NS 

Temp. : 0.0°C 

Expt. (SO2) (SOC1) (Sici5) Rate x io3 

(mols/1) (rnols/l) (mola/i) (mols/l-hr) 

24 20.5 1.14 0.027 0,45 

25 2O.I 1.14 0.052 0.8]. 

26 20.3 1.13 0.100 1.38 

¿7 l.L 0.126 1.40 

28 O.4 1.13 O.O7 1.00 

¿9 13.6 1.04 0.735 7.46 

¿0.5 1.11+ 0.018 0.33 

38 13.j 1.02 0.356 9.86 

39 18.7 1.0/+ 0.723 8.13 

The next steo is to estb1ish the thionyl chloride dependence 

in these "excess sulfur dioxide" solutions. Since the amounts of 

thionyl chloride used in these experLnents were not negli4 Lie 

with respect to those of the other components, it is not possible 

to collect a set of data in which only the thionyl chloride con- 

centrtion varied. Therefore, not the rate itself *it the rate 
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corrected for variation in antimony pentch1oride and sulfur 

dioxide concentration must be plotted versus the thionyl chloride 

concentration. It ]S knOwn, on the basis of Figure 13, that 

d1vic.in the rate by antFiony pentachioride concentration will 

correct for its v&riation. Ve do not know how to correct for 

sulfur dioxide variation so what must be done is to test severJ. 

possibilities and hope that one of them will yielcì a straight line, 

The three rate laws to be considered are 

Rate = k(SOCÌ2)a(StC15) (31) 

hate = k(S02)(SOC1)a(SbCl5) (2) 

hate 4S02)2(60c12)&(1bCi5) () 
Now, if the thionyl chlorice concentration could be varied 

independently of the other comoonents, a plot of lo rate versus 

log (Soci2) would. give a straight line of slope "a" provided any 

one of these three rate laws was obeyed. However, as has been 

neritioned it was riot possible to varj the thìonyl chloride inde- 

pendently, since the concentrations of the other reactants also 

changed throughout a series of experiments. To establish the 

thionyl chloride dependence it is necessry, therefore, to divide 

the rate r the appropriate power of both the antimony pentc- 

chloride and the sulfur dioxide concentrations before plotting 

it against thionyl chloriie concentration. £f, having done tnis, 

a straight line is not obtained for a particulr case, then that 

rate law does not fit the data, The data used to test eue.tione 

31, 32, and 33 are summarized in Table 13. 
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TABLE 13 

VARIATiON 0F TIIIONYL CHLORIDE CONCENTRATION 
IN EXGES' SULFtJP DIOXIDE SOL5TIONS 

Temp. 0.0°C 

Rete x 103/ Fate i i4/ iate i i5/ 
Expt. (.1Ci2) (sbci5) (S0)(Sbc15) (so2) 2(sbcl5) 

(no1s/i) (hr-i) - (1/íaol-hr) (12/mol2-hr) 

1.13 13.d 6.80 3.35 
29 1.04 10.1 5.45 2.93 
33 1.90 O.6 10.8 5.68 
31 0.562 6.51 3.2 1.59 
33 ,.'.4 98 18.4 11.4 
34 0.539 5.82 3.00 1.55 
35 5.99 25.0 20.8 17.3 
36 b.34 13.9 13.1 12.4 
37 6.44 1.3 15. 14.2 
39 1.04 11.3 6.04 3.23 

Fiures 14, 15 and 16 are the graphs to be associated with 

eqiations (31, (32) and (33), rspect1v1y. A1th'uh 2ronounced 

deviations from a straigìit line ara shown in two cases at high 

thionyl chloride concentrations, all three plots appe&r to conform 

to a straight line of unit biope .t lower thionyl chloride concentra- 

tions where u1fur dioxide concentration vanee but little. .hat- 

ever the sulfur dioxide depencence, therefore, n approximate firat 
order ciependeice of rcte on thionyl chloride seems implied. 

The marked departure from a straight line shown by Figures 14 

and 15 ¿t high thionyl chioriQe concentrations implies that 

ecuations (31) and (32) are not in harmony with the present data. 

On tie other hnd, the points of Figure 16 fit a straight line of 

slope 1.0 fairly well over the whole rande. Tiire is some indjca- 

tion of deviation at high thionyl chloride eoncentrtions, but thia 
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is small enough so that it might be ttributed to exerimenta1 

error. Thus it ap,ears that eau&tion (33), with "a" = 1.3, is 

the best of the tested rate lava for the data in xcess sulfur 

ioxie. 
Late k(302)4(SOC12)(SbC15) (33a) 

ic 

Having tentLtively established a rate 1w for these conditions, 

it is nov desirable to riae a eii1r ttidy of the experLente in 

which thionyl chloride was present in conceitrations greater than 

these of sulfur dioxide. In this case the rates observed were 

rauch smaller than those in excess sulfur dioxide so it was necessary 

to use proortionateïy larger amounts of catlyat. For this reson, 

no 8eries uf exteriiaents was obtained in which the catalyst concentra- 

tion varied inde2enden&ly of that of the other components. It .s 

ncessary, therefore, t.o use the isethod of testLg several hyo- 

theses in the hope of finding one which gives a. straight hue on 

an appropriate log-log plot. 

Table 1 summarizes the thforation usú to establish how the 

rate depende on sulfur dioxide concentration. 

The most ioical first &tssu:iotion is that the rate law is 

.-. siailr in these solutions to thrt found in excess sulfur dioxide, 

Consider fIrst a modified form of e':;uation (3) in which the uower 

of the sulfur dioxide concentration is treated as a parameter. 

Rate k(S02)&(SOC12)(SbC15) (33b) 

Figure 17 is a test of this equation. Clenriy the data deviate 

from a straight line at high concentre.tions of ulfur dioxide. 
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TAL 14 

vAITiO:; 0F &Jth'iR DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION N 
EXCESS TJUONYL CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS 

Temp. 0.0°C 

Lxpt. SO2) Rate x 103/(SbC15) te x 105/(SbOiç)(SUCÌ2) 

(no13/i) (hr-i) (1/moi-hx) 

0.31.4 0.343 
14 0.620 0.742 6.00 

45 0.589 0.789 6.76 
46 2.32 2.98 26.4 
47 8.44 12. 15.2 
4 0.513 3.C4I4 6.25 

Furthermore th slope of the line eat fittLi:, the points t low 

concentrctions is about one, suggesting here a first order 

dependence on sulfur dioxide concentration rther than tue second 

oiiìer dependence found in excess sulfur dioxice. 

Figure 18 tests the equation 

Fate k(302)a(SbC15) (34) 

I;? this case all the points fail rather nicely a bout a line ci' 

slope 1.0 3uggesting cg&in that t1e rate is first order with 

respect to sulfur dioxide concentration end further eugest1ng 

i_t to be zero order ith respect to thionyl chloride concentra- 

tion (34) rather than first order (33b). 

In the experiments used for Figures 17 ¿nd 18, the antinony 

pentach.lorlde concentration vcried only slightly, so that they dc 

not represent a reLl test of the rete dependence on this cozonent. 

With the results of these graphe .t is possible to test this 

dependence t.sin another set of experiments. lue equation to be 
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rate k(0)(Sbcl)a (3) 

and the informtion to be used is given in 'lable 15. 

TABLE 15 

VArIATION OF CATALYST CONCENTRATION IN 
- EXCESS T0NYL CHLOrIDE SOLIJTIONS 

Fxpt. Teap. (SbCl5) 

(oc) (mols/i) 

4h. 0 0.620 
45 0 1.18 
48 0 .O5 

54 15 0.618 
55 15 1.15 
56 15 2.00 

Fate x 1o3/(S02) 

(hr) 

0.742 
1.bO 
2.57 
2.22 
3.84 
8.80 

112 

Since the rates in this c&se were rather small, it was neces- 

sary to use fairly high catalyst concentrations anc bence a wide 

variation of concentration could not be obtained. Parti1J.y to 

coupensate for this deficiency, the ane range of concentrations 

was studied at two different temperatures, 0°C ani 15°C. The 

results are illustrated graphically in Figure 19. Froni this frraph 

it can be seen that the best viue for the praneter "a" in 

equation (34a) is 1.0, thus ,ustifyin, a poste!iori, the value 

assumed in equations (33b) and (34). 

Surnarizin the findiribs up to this point, the results in 

excess sulfur dioxide have been found to obey equation (33e), 

while the results in xceas thionyl chloride obey equation (34b. 

Late k(502)2(SOC12)(SbCl5) (33a) 

Fate k(502)(SbC15) (34b) 
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The difference in rte law suggests a difference in iechanism 

in the two cases anu, while this is by no means impossible, it 

leads to speculation that an alternative r&te law uiay exist which 

satisfactorily explains all the data. Consideration of this pos- 

sibility results in the observation that rate laws as given by 

equations (35) and (36) would explain the excess sulfur dioxide 

information about as well as did ecuEttion (33a) 

Rate k(S02)(50C12'SbC15) (35) 

Rate k(SOC12StC15) (36) 

In these ecuations (S0ci2Stci5) represents the concentration of 

a complex formed from antimony pentachioride and thionyl chloride 

according to the equation 

soci2 .1. bC15 SOC12SbC15 (37) 

(soci2sbci5) 
(3e) 

(50c12)(5bc15) 

The value of the equilihrium constant K which makes equation (35) 

fit the data will of course be different froni the value to be 

associated with equation (36), 

Equation (36) cannot be expected to fit the excess thionyl 

chloriue results because .t does not give the requlred first 

order dependence on sulfur dioxide concentration, xt using an 

equilibriva constant K * 3.5 1/mol in equation (3e), it aoes 

fIt t.he excess sulfur dioxide results fairly well, 'ibis is 

illuatrtad for all the 0°C data in Fi,ure 20 in which the excess 

sulfur dioxice pointe fall generally around the solid line of 
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slope 1.0 as Lhey should. Tìe excess thionyl chloride resulta, 

however, deviate red1y from this line. The data used for 

this graph are summarized in Table 16. 

The choice of 3.5 for the equilibrithn constant ws not an 

arbitrary one but was baseu on sone simple calculations. If one 

assumes equations (3and (3S) to hold in excess sulfur dioxide, 

it is possible, in principle, to c1culate both k and K from any 

air of experitnents. In practice, the best results are obtained 

if experiments arc chosen in which the thionyl chiorice concentra- 

tions are quite iifferent. On the b&sis f such calculations with 

several pairs of experiments, 3.5 was chosen as a good estimate 

for L. :ore extensive calculations were not carried out because 

a more inviting rate law was fouriu, making det.aileci treatnent of 

this one of little interest. 

A coparisou with Figure 20 is afforded, again for all the 

0°C data, by Figures 21 and 22 which are associated with equation 

(33a). In Figure 22 the vertical line where the thionyl chloride 

concentration is 1.14, represents the range of several exoeriment. 

In both graphe the points for excess sulfur dioxide fall rather 

well along the line of slope 1.0, ss is to be expected, but the 

pointa for excess thionyl chloride deviate radically. These 

observations, of course, only further confthn the previous con- 

clusions about ecuation (33a). The data used for these graphe 

is summarized in Table 17. 

Up to this point, then, two rbte laws liFve been found, 
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VARIATION OF (SOC12SbC15) FOR ZERO-01IDER 
SIJLFUF DIOXIDE C2SE. K 3.5. 

Temp. 3.0°C 

Expt. (SOCi2.Sìi5) late x 103 
1 uìois/i) (mo]. 8/1-hr) 

Excess Sulfur Dioxide 

24 0.02]. 0.45 
25 0.04]. 0.81 
26 .O78 1.38 
27 0.098 1.40 
2 0.061 1.00 
29 0.487 7.46 
30 0.120 .86 

31 0.275 3.60 
32 0.014 0.33 
33 0.325 10.7 
34 0.315 4.21 
35 0.295 7.75 
36 0.539 8.60 
37 0.473 8.10 
38 0.537 9.86 
39 0.477 8.13 
40 0.645 8.18 
4]. 1.65 24.5 
42 1.77 20.3 

'xc Thion:1 CiLDride 

43 0.614 0.216 
44 0.605 0.460 
15 1.15 0.942 

0.549 1.6a 
47 0.387 4.91 
48 1.98 1.32 



TABLE 17 

VARIATION OF THIONYL CLOP1DF AND ANIIMONY mCBLOFIrE CONCENTRATION8 
FOR SECOND ORDEh SULFUP L1OXIDE CASE 

Temp. 0.0°C 

Expt. (502) (soci2) (SbC15) Rate z io Fate x 1o5/(sc15) (2) Rate x i05(S0Ci2)(S02)2 

(rtiols/1) (noi8/i) (iaoi&/i) (uìol8/1-hr) (12/ro12-hr) (12/io12-hr) 

Z4 20.5 1.14 0.027 0.45 3.96 0.094 
25 20.4 1.14 0.052 J.31 3.74 0.171 
2 20.3 1.13 0.100 1. 3.35 0.296 
7 - ¿0.2 1.1 1.40 0.306 

23 20.4 1.13 0.078 1.00 3.0e 0.213 
29 18.6 1.04 0.735 7.4b .93 2.07 
30 19.0 1.90 0.139 .8ó 5.70 0.417 
31 0.4 0,562 0.553 3.60 1.60 1.57 
32 ¿0.5 1.14 0.018 0.33 4.37 0.069 
33 16.2 3.-4 0.359 10.7 11.4 1.26 
34 19.4 0.539 0.723 4.1 1.55 2.07 
35 1.c.O 5.99 0.310 7.75 17.4 0.898 
36 13.6 6.34 0.619 8.60 12.4 1.21 
37 10.7 6.4 0.497 8.10 14.2 1.10 
38 18.3 1.02 0.856 9.86 3.44 2.89 
39 18.7 1.014. 0.720 8.13 3.23 2.24 
40 13.5 0.726 2.85 8.18 1.57 6.18 
41 12.0 .40 2.29 4.5 7.43 7.09 
42 11.3 .5i 2.48 20.3 6.1.1 6.33 
43 0.314 12.6 0.629 0.216 348 17.4 
44 0.620 12.4 0.620 0.460 193 9.6 
45 0.589 11.8 1.18 O.94 30 43.0 
4b ¿.84 11.3 0.564 1.68 ,7.4 1.87 
47 .44 8.04 0.402 4.91 17.1 0.86 
48 0.513 10.3 2.05 1.32 2.45 48.7 
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eutions (33a) and (6) , which re fairly well satified by the 

excess sulfur dioxide dat&, ad one, represented by ecuation (34b), 

which satisfies the excess thion"l ch1ride data, it none which is 

satisfactory over the entire ringe. It 8houl' be re,eated that 

there :L8 flO riori reason why the resulte shu1d all fit one 

rate law, ncì none o" the possibilities iscussd up to tLs point 

cn be inored. In 'act the discussion so far haa been presented 

for the exores re.son t?t no 1oica1 'rounc1s hive been found for 

co!n?letely exc1idtng these rte Laws s )ossibilitiea. However, 

the remainder of this section viii he devoted to a detailed 

discussion of the rate 1w expressed by equstion 5) which 

provides plausible, unified explanation of Eli the experirnentl 

observations. At the present time this appears to be the iost 

likely of the various possibilities. 

FÁuation (35) is rewritten here for convenient reference. 

Rete = k(S02)(SOGi2SbCl5) (35) 

PrelJ.minery consineration of this case suggested th.t, with 

appropriate choice of tne equilibrium constant K of ecuation (38), 

sil of the data would fit tnis rate law fairly well. 'Jne uncer- 

tainty arose immediately, hoever. d though tha data iiçht be 

satisfactorily explained by a rate law of the form of equation 

(35), it was by no means certein, or even particularly likely, 

that either the rate constant K or the eçuilibrium constant K 

would acthsliy remain constant as the relative proportions of 

sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride were varied from one extreme 
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to the other. However, in 4ven set f xper1nents, where etther 

one or the other of these comortents wos resent in considerable 

excess, the "constants" hou1a be relatively free of variation. 

To estb1ish v.lues for the constants at both extre'ues, two sets 

of exoerLuents, run at 0°C, were chosen nd suöjected to least 

ouares analysis, as outlined in section IV,C. One set consisted 

of all those experinents in which the thionyl chloride concentr8- 

tion W&S less than 2 mol/i and the su.lfur dioxide concentration 

was greater thEn 18 mol/i. The other set included ali of the 

excess thionyl chloride experiments. In this case the SU1fL1? 

dioxide concentration did not exceed 3 molli and the thionyl 

chloride concentration vas always at least iO molli. 

This analysis gave the following values: 

excess SO: k 1.75 x 103 1/mol-hr 
0.6 i/noi 

SOCi2: k = 1.35 x 103 1/mol-hr 
K = 0.6 1/mol 

The lack of a quantitstive estimate of the precision of these 

results nakes their interpretation somevhit tenuous. From the 

details of calculation it vas known, 'jualitatively, that the 

precision was not very gOO(, so the agrea-nent for the values of 

K appeared to be fortuitous, whereas the t4ifference in the values 

of k might be more apparent than real. Sucn an interpretation 

is by no means certain at this point but the "constant&' cle&rly 

do not vary greatly considering the vaat difference in solution 

conditions in the two cases. Proceeding on the basis that the 
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same value for each constEnt is suitable for ail the experiments, 

leads, as will Le shown, to results whi.ch justify this oriinsl 

assuI)tion. 

The ethoci of least squares ha been aplled, s outlined in 

section IV,C to the results of all experiments at 0°C. The wbestw 

values found for the constants were 

k l.4d x i-3 i/noi-br 

= 0. l/iol 

TJsthg these values, graphs were prepared as shown in Figures 23 

and 24. The concentrations of the comlex, 0Cl2SbCi5, were 

determined from equation (38) usin the value of 0.8 for the 

euilibriurn constant and, with these concetrations, the Informa- 

tion in Table 18 was calculated and used to plot the points in 

Figures 23 and 2.4. The verticel line in Fiure 24 at a sulfur 

dioxide concentration of 20.3, represen* s the rance of values for 

severJ. experiments. The solii line on each graph hes a slope of 

one, as required by the proposed rate law, and is located on the 

graph so as to agree with the value of l.4 x io3 found for the 

rate constant. The agreement between t.e points and the line 

indicate, first of all, that the two values for the constants are 

self-consistent, i.e. no gross errors occurred in calculation, 

¿inc secondly, that equation (35) is an adeouste uescrLtion of 

all the experiiuent3l results. Furthermore, since the points 

for excess thionyl chloride eviate, on the averae, only slightly 

from those for excess sulfur iioxide, the .asumotion that the two 
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constants do not vary from one et of conditions to the other, 

apoears to be a fairly good one. The last coluzn of Table l 

give6 the ecuation (35) k values, calculated for each experiment, 

using K 0.8. The self-con&istency of the values serves as a 

further check on the validity of the proposed rate law. 

Since experiments (3d) nd (39) represent a test of the photo- 

seriBitivity of the reaction, the points for these experiments are 

indicated by the numbers 38 nd 39 in Figure 3. Since exprLient 

(3d) was kept. as light as possible and (39) was cept as dark; ¿8 

possible, the fact that both points fall very clo3o to the "best 

fit1 line ind±cates that the reaction is not appreciably photo- 

sensitive. 

In summary, it has Leen found that the results at 3.0°C sre 

described quite well by the two equatione 

Rate = i.is x io-3(s2)(soci'sòci5) (35e) 

(SOC12.SbG1S) = K = 3.8 (3a) 
(soci2) (si5) 

To complete the kinetic study it was necessary to investigate 

the effect of temperature on the reaction. To do this, experinente 

were run at -15°C, 15°C, 23°C and 30°C in addition to the work at 

0°C. Enough experiments were run at each temperature except _150C 

so that both constents could be detei,inec Hence Lt was possible 

to 'ind both the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant 

( the chne of he t content involved in forrntion of the coaolex 

soci2'3òc15) and the temperature dependence of the rate constant 

(the activation energy for the exchange rection). 



TABLE 18 

VARIiTIOU OF SULFUR DIOXIDE AID COt4PLX CONCTB.ATIONS 
FOR FIRST ORDER SULFUR DIOXIDE CSE. K - 0.8. 

Temp. - 0.0°C 

Expt. (S02) (30C12'3bc15) }tte x 1O Rate x 1O3/SO2) Rate x 103/(S0Ci2"SbC15) k z 1O 
(moi/i) (mai/i) (toi/i-hr) (hr) (hrl) (1/!nol-hr) 

2h 20.5 0.013 0.45 0.022 34.6 1.69 
25 20.h. 0.025 0.81 0.040 32.4 1.59 
26 20.3 0.047 1.38 0.068 29.4 
27 20.2 0.O5 1.40 0.069 24.1 1.19 
28 20.4. o.06 1.00 0.049 ¿7.8 1.36 
¿9 i3.6 0.27 7.h6 0.401 6.8 1.4 
30 19.0 0.084 .86 0.151 34.0 1.79 
31 0.140 3.O 0.178 5.7 1.27 
32 20.5 0.009 0.33 0.016 36.7 1.79 
33 16.2 0.253 10.7 0.660 4.3 2.6]. 

34 19.4 0.167 4.a 0.217 1.30 
35 12.0 O.54 7.75 0.646 O.5 
36 10.6 0.510 8.60 0.811 i6.8 1.58 
37 10.7 0.41 8.10 0.757 19.7 1.84 
38 18.3 0.310 9.86 0.539 31.8 1.74 
39 18.7 0.274 8.13 0.435 29.7 1.59 
40 13.5 0.475 8.18 0.606 17.2 1.27 
4]. 1.O 1.15 ¿4.5 ¿.04 ¿1.3 1.78 
42 11.3 1.25 20.3 1.80 16.I 1.43 
43 0.314 0.569 0.216 0.688 0.380 1.2]. 

0.620 0.561 0.460 0.742 0.820 1.32 
45 O.539 1.05 0.942 1.60 0.97 1.5 
46 2.82 0.506 1.68 0.596 3.32 1.18 
47 8,44 0.346 4.91 0.582 14.2 1.68 
48 0.513 1.79 1.32 2.57 0.737 1.44 
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tiefore doing this, howewr, it is instructive to consider 

the temperature depenctence of the rate itself (spp&rent activation 

energy) both in exceE sulfur dioxide and in excess thionyl chlorIde. 

In each case s series of experinents vs chosen in which the eon- 

centretloris of all components were coiprable but not necessarily 

exactl.y equal. Since the concentrations were not exactly eoual, 

it was necessar' to correct th r'.te for these v&riitions. In 

excess sulfur dioxide this was done by dividIng the rate by the 

product of the concentrations of sulfur dioxle, thionyl chloride, 

anQ antimony enthchlorie. This correction for thionyl chloricze 

and antimony pent.chloride is not strictly valid but, &s can be 

seen prom Figures 13 and 15, it i sufficiently good if the rcnge 

of variation of concentration is small as is the case here. 

Similarly, on the basis of figures 1 and 19, the rate in excess 

thionyl chloride was corrected t- ividin by the concentrations 

of sulfur dioxicte and antimony pentachioride. This corrected 

rate can now be considered as croportiona.1 to sn apparent rate 

constant, nence i plot of its logarithm versus the reciprocal of 

asolute temperature shoalo give the apparent activation enerr 

of the Arrhenius equation 

Ae/ 
where ka Is the apparent rete constant 

A is a constant 

Ea is the apparent ctivation energy 
R is the gas constant 
T is te absolute temperature 

Information aumuì.arized in Table 19 is illustrated in Fiurea 
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axid 26. The corrected rate has been 1otted on erfti-1og 

coorQintes versus the reciprocsl of absolute teaperature. The 

slope of the best straight line through the points gives the 

&pprent activstion eneriy according to the ecuation 

Ea --2.3 z 1.99 x slope (io) 

The values found are respectively 12.3 ica1,/mol and 11.2 ca1/niol 

for the excess sulfur dioxide cese and excess thionyl chloride 

case. These values will be discussed. in section Vi in comparison 

witri the value found for the true activation ener, 

TABLE 19 

VARIATION OF TPEFtAT1JRE IN XCES SULFuR DIOXIDE 
IW EXCESS TIONYL Ck1OIDE SOLUTIONS 

Excess 

Expt. Tezrp. Fate x 103/(502)(SJC12)(SbC15) 

(°C) (121"mol2-hr) 

5]. -15.0 0.144 
39 0.0 O.51 
52 15.0 1.71 
57 3.O 2.O 
62 30.0 6.25 

I!xcess OLl2 

Expt. Tenp. Rate z iO3/(SO2)(SC15) 
(OC) (1/aol-nr) 

1,4 0.0 1.20 

54 15.0 3.59 
23.0 5.59 
30.0 10.0 
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To establish this true activation enery, FS well &s the heat 

content change asoci'ted with equation (37) another tretrnent of 

the data at the different temperatures ts neceascry. By the method 

f the least squares or, in the case of the 30°C experiments, by 

direct olution of two linesr siiuu.ltaneous equations, values were 

found for the to constants at each temperature. These va.lues are 

sunirarized in Table 20. 

TABLE 20 

VARIATION u? RATE AND EQUILIBRIUr4 CONSTANTS 
WITH T4PRATURE 

Temp. 
(Oc) 

k x 10 
(i/moi-hr) 

K 

(1/mol) 

0.0 i.4g 0.8 
15.0 i!.0 0.9 
23.0 6.3 1.4 
30.0 10.5 2.0 

Figure 27 is a plot (from Table 20) of log k versus VT. 

From this plot the experinenta1 tctivat1on ener 4ven by the 

Arrhenius ecuation can be obtained. ewriting equation (39) in 

the form 

k AeP'T (39e) 

where £ iS flOW the rcte constant f equation (35) and Eecp the 

experisnent3. activation ener , one can find and hence A, 

froni Fiare 27. The values found for these two constants are 

Eep = 10.4 kcal/mol 

= 3.15 X 1O 1/ao1-hr 

z 375 X 102 1/uol-sec 
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The estltntecÏ accuracy for is ± 0.5 kcal/:nol. 

From the euuaton 

k e eexp1"RT e (h-l) 

given by Glasetone, Licler and Fyring (61p.199), it is possible 

to esti!nhte t}ie entropy of activation. In this e uation k la the 

Boltzmenn constant, h is Plancic's constant and IS the entropy 

of activation. Substitution into this equation gives the value 

-51.6 cal/nol-°C for the entropy of activation, based on all 

.xpariments at all temperatures. 

Figure 28 is plot f log K versus l/T from wh.ch it is 

possible to estimste the standard heat content change for the 

reaction 

. , Soci2 + SbCl5 SOC12SiC15 (37) 

by- means of the van't Iloff equation in the form (14,p.29$) 

AH0 -2.3fl 
(].T) 

(42) 

From the uations 

AF° : -IT1nK (43) 

F° H0 - TAS0 (h-4) 

one can also calculate AS0 for the reaction of equation (37) . The 

, values foun for these two cuantities were 

iio = 3.6 keal/inol 

6so = 13 cai/nol-°C 

The slope of the "best" line through the pointe of Figure 28 

was determined by the method of least suares descrIbed in section 

- - 

Iv, but cler1y the scatter of the data is such that the values of 
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àH° and AS° cannot be considered very accurate. The accuracy is 

e&timted to be about ±25. 



VI. DISCUSSION 

. MIThI) CATALYSTS 

137 

On the bsis of the results of studies with mixed cta1yste, 

it is now poastble to draw several conclusions about the species 

present in these olutionz. In addition, the results with antimony 

pent.achloride and tetramethy1&onium chloride are helpful in 

postul.tin a mechanism for the exchange reaction in the presence 

of antimony pentachioride alone. 

The strong 1:1 inhibition of the "basic" catalysis cmn be 

- . most readily xp1ained by the formation of a hexachioroantimonat. 

complex. 

SbCl5 + Cl = SkC1 (45) 

The formation of such complex is certainly 'xpected on the baeie 

of reports in the literature (25,p.2; 26,p.398; lO,p.303). indeed 

Seel and Bauer hmve founci that such chloride donors as riitrosyl 

chloride, acetyl chloride, and benzoyl chloride give strongly 

concuctinj solutions with antimony pentachloride in liquid sulfur 

ioxlce. They explained these observations by ostdating reactions 

of the type 

NOCi -i. S.C15 = NO' 1- SbC1 

, 

The present results rirovide a nice substantatian of these earlier 

reports. In addition, however, they also yield considerable 

further infornation, 

First of all, the resulta of experiment 1 can be used to set 

an upper limit to the dissociation constant for the complex. 
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Issuning the rate to be due to Rfreew cì1oride pennits estinition 

of the chloride ion concentration. CalculatLon on the basis of 

the 'work of Masters nd Norris (17,p.13í.) gives e. value of 

5.6 x l0 mal/i. The remainder of the chloride in solution is 

preuinably in the fori of t'.e complex so the concentration of 

complex is 3.6 x 1O inol/i. To set an upPer limit to the con- 

centration of unconiplexed antimony pentachloriöe we estimate that 

the error in the deterTaination of the tota]. concentr tian is not 

more than 0.005 mol/i. Tne maximum tot.l concentrE tion then, is 

9.L x io2 uiol/l, 4ving an upper limit to the uncomp].exed antimony 

pentchloricte of (9.4-A.6) x ir2 or 0.8 x i02 molli. Substitu- 

tion of these vdues into the eLuation 

(sbcl5) (c1) 
(47) 

(sici) 

cives an upper limit for K of 5 x l0. 
Inhibition of the catalysis, by formation of the complex, 

substantiates the original proposai that chloride ion Is the 

catalytic species. It yields no information, however, about the 

nature of the "free" chloride Ions in thes solutions, L.a. are 

they associated in ion-pair&' or do they chemically interact 

with sulfur dioxide to forni a species such as S02C1, etc.? 

The inhibition studies re more helpful with regard to the 

inechanisni of c8talyais by antimony pentachioride. Since chloride 

ion has been shown to catalyse the reaction, it 5eer8 possible 

that antimony oentachioride acts as a catalyst by siinpiy dissociating 



a chloride ion. 

SbCÌ5 - SbC1Z + c1 (148) 
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The weak catalytic effect of antimony pentachioride, compared to 

that of tetrmethy1einiionium chloriJe, Lmpliea that, if this 

postulate vere correct, the equilibrium naust &lways lie well to 

the left. If such vere the cse, however, the uiviissociated 

antimony pentachioricie woulci, in line with the low K value of 

equation (47) , immeditely complex most of the chloride ion to 

hexach1oroantiaorm.te, StC1 (cf. equation 45). The concentration 

of free chloride remaining in solution would then be &overned 

euation (47). The net reaction for dissociation of antimony 

pentachioride would thus become 

2SbCl5 z SbCl (49) 

One hes, therefore, an additional possible catalyst, the cation 

sbclZ. The occurrence of a minimum catalysis at a 1:]. tetrti- 
methylammoniumii chloride to antimony pentchloride ratio in the 

mixed catalyst exprinients, evidently eliminates the ion SbC1 

froci consideration LS a catalytic species since it must be the 

predominant species in these solutions. 

The mixed catalyst experiments also ri1e out the ion Sl 
as s catalytic £pecies for in these experiraents it veo found that 

the rate associated with a given stoichiornetric excea of antimony 

pentachioriie over tetraniet1-lammonium ch1oriie corresponded 

closely to that occurring at the e&'ne antimony pentachioride 

concentration in the apure antimony pentach1oride experiments. 

Clearly the SbCl5:SbC1 concentration ratio would differ in the 
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two cases, and with it the SÒC1Z concantrEtion, in iccordance with 

mass £ction principles applied to equation (49). These observa- 

tions lead, therefore, to the conclusion that the catalytic species 

must be the undiesociatea antimony pentechloricie. 

In the light of this last deduction, the interpretation of 

the kinetics observations w.1l ciepend on whether or not an appre- 

ciable count of the antimony pentachlorid.e is dissociated. Seel 

(25,p.28) i'eporta a molar conductance of 0.4 mios_cm2/mol for an 

equimolar mixture of thionyl chloride and antimony pentachioride 

i_fl liquid sulfur dioxide at 0°C and 0.02 j concentration for each 

eolute. This value, together with values of ebout 100 rnhos-cin/uol 

for strong electroltes, inc&icates that 1es than 1% dissociation 

occurs under these conditions. Spandau and brunneck (27,p.206) 

give quantitative velues for the conductance c'f antimony penta- 

chloride in pure thionyl chloride. On the basis of their results 

it can be estimated that the unount of dissociation, in the 

experiments in excess thionyl chloride, was not nore than one or 

two percent. From these considerations one can conclude that, in 

the experiments with antimony pentachioride, the catalytic species 

is the undissociated molecule and furthermore that no correction 

need be made for the amount of material undissociatod. 

While the results with mixtures of aluminum chloride arid 

tetramethylamuonium chloride are less extensive than those with 

antimony entachloride, it is of interest to comp&re the two 

cases. Both "acid1 chlorides appe&r to inhibit the "basic" 
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cta1ysis by the aiue niechanisrn, i.e. formation of a 1:]. cic'1ex 

with the ch].oricte ion, That aliiniinum chloride forms the ttr- 
cbloroalumine.te complex (as discusEed In Eection V,i,i) rather 

than the hexachioroalunilnate, is in agreement with the findings 

of others (26,p.399). 

The experiments with hydrogen chloride provide an interesting 

study in relative ciu-base strengths. The work of Masteis nd 

Norris (17,p.1350), with hydrogen chloride as a catdyst for the 

exchange, showed that it did not beh&ve s a bese in these 8olu- 

tions, i.e. it did not dissociate to ield chloride ions. However, 

the very stronb acidic ropertiea found for antimony pentchloride 

by Seel and J3auer (26,p.398), sugestcd that it might form a 

complex with bydro,en chloriue despite the weak baSiC properties 

of the latter. The experiments showed, however, that hydrogen 

chloride had very little, if any, effect on the catelytic activity 

of antimony pentachioride. One is led, then, to the couclusion 

tkULt 110 complex was formed, since its foriation would surely 

inte rfe re wi th thiony]. C hloride-entimony pentachioricie complex 

post'ul.ted .s an interrnedLte in the reaction mechanism. ípparent1y 

hyìrogen chloride behave, in this s,rsten, as a. we&ker base than 

thionyl chloride. 

Strong acids have been shown in the present rese&rch to 

Inhibit the catalytic activity of chloride ion trìrough fornation 

of a complex. similar action might be expected of rdrogen 

chloride through formation of the bichloride ion as suggested by 
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West (3'-,p.4568), and Herbranaou, Dickerson an Weinstein (9,p. 

4046). Since, however, hydrogen chloride bas little or no effect 

on the ctt1ytic ectivity of tetramethylammoniuin chloride, bichloride 

ion is apparently not formed to ny appreciable extent n these 

solutions. The alternative expl&netion, that bichloride ii 

catiitic&Uy equally es effective as chloride itself, seeai 

unlikely, espeois.fly in view of the fact that even the cation 

asEocited with the chloride ion in basic chloric.ies has a rn&rked 

effect on its catalytic activity (17,p.1343). Furthermore, 

Herbrand son j found, in epitnerization ¿tudies, that the bi- 

chloride ion was only about one twentieth as effective, cetelytic- 

ally, 88 chloride ion itself. 

In summ.ry, then, the mixed catalyst experiments have provided 

a good demonstration of the reality nd id..netic significance, in 

liquid sulfur dioxicLe solutions, of complex formation in the cases 

of antimony and aluminum chlorides and a clearly contrasting 

Lsence of any such interaction in the case of drogen chloride. 

13. Adt CATALYSTS 

The sin4e experiment with aluminum chloride as catslyst is of 

interest only in so far as it provides a comparison with the atore 

extensive results with antimony entachloride. For this reson 

the antimony oentachioride work Will be considered in some detail, 

and comparison made on the basis of conclusions dre.wn from it. 

The rate law assumed to be the most plausible one, nee1y a 
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first order depenuence on both sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride- 

antimony pentachioride complex, suggests a mechanism as follows: 

S0G12 + SbC15 S*0C12.SbCl5 rapid 
(50) 

S*0ClSt1 + SO2 = SOC12SbCl5 + ?02 slow 

Speculation as to the nature of the activated complex involved in 

such a mechanism necesaarily leads to rather complicated three 

dimensional structures. First of all, the thionyl chloride- 

antimony petnachioride complex nst likely takes the form of a 

coordination complex in which one chloride from the thionyl chloride 

is coordinated to the antimony to ive the octahedral hexachioro- 

antimonte structure. Now consider this complex rnolechie together 

with a molecule of sulfur dioxine, the sulfur of which is coordinated, 

at least transiently, to a chioricte adjacent, in the octahedral 

structure, t,o the chloride of the thionyl chloride rolechie. A 

simultaneous interch2nge of one oxygen and a chlorine ¿tom (thst 

one not coordinated to antimony) between the two sulfur atoms, in 

euch a confiçuration would reverse tfle roles of the two sulfur 

soecies, the erstwhile thionyl chloride becoming sulfur dioxide. 

Lissociation of the ctivated intermediate would complete the 

exchange. An activated complex structure as envisioned here may 

appear unlikely but it iust be remembered tht the rate is very 

slow, and hence may well involve a structure of low probability; 

the r&ther lurge negative entropy of ctivation tenas to confirm 

such a possibility. 

It IS very 1nterestin to note that simultaneous transfer of 
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ari oxygen and a chloride aton wa alzo postulated for th "basics 

ch1oride-c*ta1yze exehanbe, 1though the ctivted com!1'x ws 

forned in quite different inc.nner. On thi8 basis one nii.ht expect 

the xperiìentaJ. activation energies to be siìi1r for the two 

csea. Unfortunately, direct comparison is not possIble bec&use 

the rte conatnt deteriind for the baic case robab1y inc1ude 

an eui11briurn const&nt i4npllcitly. Jsuxiing, however, th, as 

in the present inst&nce, the AIL0 for this equilibrium constant 

is relatively tn1l, one niiht still expect the apparent acttva- 
tion energies for the to cases to be at least aproxi.uately 

similar. Such is indeed found to ce the case, the "bacic" value 

being (in excess sulfur dioxide) 14.7, as compared to the present 

value of 12.3 kcel/inol. 

Comparison of alurni.num chloriae and antimony pentachlorice 

ceri now be msde on the basis of relative acid atrengths as well 

as on the basis of structure. Seel and Bauer (26,p.399) have 

concluded, in interpretation of clearly lower measured conduct- 

.nces in sulfur iioxide solutions, that aluminum chloride is much 

less efficient than antimony pentchioriae in extractinb a 

chloride ion from such coimìpounds as nitrosyl chloride, ¿cetyl 

chloride and benzoyl chloride; in other wor :luminum chloride 

is the wear acid. It seems likely, under these conditions, 

that the complex between aluminum chloride and thiony]. chloride 

would be less firmly bound than that involving antimony penta- 

chloride, i.e. the equilibrium conatant for formation of the 
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complex wou.d be smi11er, resuItin in decre&sed cata1ytc 
efficiency. 

From a structur1 point of view, the aluminum i app&rently 

tetrahedr&lly coordinated in contrt to the octahedr&1 ßtructure 
with ntimny pentachioride. This difference in Leoiaetry cu1d 

easily cause greater difficulty in foriri the activEted complex 

which in turn would result iii a slower rate. While it niy well 

be that exchange in the presence of aluminum chloride proceeds 

by an entirely different mechanism than in the presenc. of 

anti.rnony pentachioride, Lt does seem resonabie that any exchan6e 

by the saine mechanism would be significantly slower with aluminum 

chloride. 

In view of the contrast between the results with aluminum 

chloride and antimony pentach.loride, a quantitative kinetics 
study involving a series of acid chlorides (e.g. AlCi3, SbC13, 

bC13, etc.) would certainly be 1nvitin. Such a sthdy should 

furnish data which would be helpful in clarifying the foregoing 

mech.nistic ambiguities. 

To complete the iscussion, consider finally the temperature 

depandence re3ults. In section V,B,2 values were reorted for 

the apparent activation energy in both excess sulfur dioxide and 

excess thionyl chloride. These values not only differed from each 

other, but they were both somewhat different from the true activa- 

tion energy given in the same section. Closer examination of 

these apparent discrepancies leads to the conclusion that they 
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are ualitative1y what would be expected in view of the pr000sed 

mechani sm. 

To cemonstrate this, consider two extreme ex&':les. If the 

thionyl chloride concentration and the equilibrium constant K 

were both large enough, equation (38) 8hobTa that the concentration 

of complex would be approximately equal to the total concentration 

of antioony pentachloricie put into the solution. Then ecuation 

(5) could be ap»'oxi!nated by 

Iate = k(SO)(SbC15) (51) 

where (SÒCÌ5) refers to the concentration of total antimony penta- 

chloride. It is obvious from equation (51) that, in this case, 

the rate would be independent of the equilibrium constant and 

hence the apparent activation energy should be the saiie as the 

true activation ener'. 

Lt the other extreme, if conditions were such that relatively 

little of either the antimony pent.achloride or the thionyl chlorid. 

were complexed, the concentration of comolex could be approximated 

by 

(S0c12SbC15) K(S0C12)(6bC15) (52) 

and hence equation (35) woulct now become 

Fate - kK(S02)(S0C12)(SbC15) . (53) 

In this ccse the apparent cctivation enerr would be the suiii of 

the true activation energy and the heat content change for forma- 

tion of the complex. 

Neither of these extreiies is actually attained in this work 
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but the excess thionyl chlorie cese is closer to th. approximation 

of *ution (51) whereas thzt for excess sulfur dioxide s nearer 

ecuation (53). In other words, the following ineçualitie should 

be obeyed: 

Fexp4E(eXCesS soci2) <Ea(exces SO) <E.+H° 
where Eexp is the true xperientl ¡ictivation energy 

Ft(exce8 SOC1) is the sp?brent &ctivtion energy in 
excess thionyl chloride 

tzj(excess SO) i' the .p,arent ctivtion energy in 
excess sulfur dioxide 

AHO j5 sfjndsrj chn;e of heLt content for frtion 
of the complex 

eference to eetion V,,2 ehowe that the observed v1ues are 

corpatible VLth the bove inecuflitie. This i.reenen offers 

further subatntiition of the roposed n.te liw 4ven by e:ution 

(35). 
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VII. SUi.lNAI 

1. The catalysis by tetraiuetbylarnonium chloride of the 

exchange of sulfur between sulfur dioxide and thionyl chloride 

is inhibited by antimony pentachioride and a].uminuni chloride. 

This inhibition is apparently due to foition of the complex 

anions hexachloroantinonate and tetrEciloroaluminate. 

. Hyroen chloriúe has no effect on the catalysic 

behavior of either te.ramethy1aroniuin chloride or &ntimor 

pentachioride. 

3, The exchange reaction is catalysed by antimony penta- 

chloride but the catalytic effectiveness of this compound is 

about one hundred-fold less than tht of tetraetlaamonium 

chloride. 

4. A kinetic study has shown that the followind rate law 

is obayed over a large range of concentrations of the reactant& 

sulfur dioxide, thionyl chloride and antimony pentachloride 

Rate = «SO2)(SOCl2SbCl5) 

(soci2S1ci5) K 
(soci2) (std5) 

The mechanism implied is 

soci2 +EtC15 s 3OC12'Sl5 rapid 

8*02 + SOC12StC15 z SO + SOCl2.SbCl5 slow 

t 00G, the equilibrium and rate constants have the vaiue 

K O.3 1/mol 

k 1.48 x 10-3 1/ao1-hr 
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The activation energy and entropy of activation have been found to 

be 10.4 ca1/mo1 and -51.6 cal/mol-°C reopectively. The pre- 

exponential terni in the krrheniu equation is O.375 x 102 1/mol-sec. 

The standard change of heat content and entropy for the rapid 

complex formation reaction are found to have the values 3.6 kcal/mo]. 

and 13 cal/niol-°C respectively. 
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